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20. continued 

.An automatic cartographic feature extraction system (ACES) is sketched which 
represents a best frame".lorY. for continuing development on this difficult i:Hoblem 
given currt!nt achievements. A 5ystems '1pproach is taken with first consideraticn 
given to desired output~ and available inputs. It is concluded that input/output 
technology is far in advance of technology available for interpretation of the 
data. Ecphasis is placed on the use of knowledge by ACES during automatic inter
pretacicn oi imagery. :-!any types of knowledge typically used by hUJ:lans appear 
difficult to engineer into automatic processes. Use of positional kr.owle~ge en
coded in a geographic data base (GDB) is selected as the most promising avenue. 
Proposals are given for future research work in that direction. 
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Aostra...:t 

The problt!lll of _automatically extracti.ng cap symbology from source i:naf;ery 

is studied. It is concluded that a great deal of geographic knowledge used by 

humans. who currently perform this extractior: function, must be made avi!tlable 

to machines before the function c:in be automated. Several geoy,raphic k:1owledge 

sources are discussed and an attempt is made lo define paradigl'ls under '#hich 

knowledge can be encod~d and. used in the computer. 

An automatic cartographic: feature t!Xtr.::iction system (ACES) is sketched which 

represents a best framework for continuing development on this Jitticult problem 

given tu desired outputs and available inputs. It is concluded that input/output 

technology is far in advance oi technology available for interpretation of the 

data. Emphasis is placed on the use of kno.•:.:dge by ACE:> durin~ automatk iuter-

pretation of imagery. :·!any types of know.ledge typic3lly i.:sed by humans appear 

difficult t• engineer into automatic processes. Use of positional knowledge en-

coded in a gecgr;iphic data base (CIJB) is sele.:ted as the most promising avenue. 

Proposals .ire given ior future rt?sc:irch work in that direction. 
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l. [ntroduct ion 

The ?rocessing of geographic data has reached a high level of automation. 

Automation has affected data gathering, data storage, data combination, and 

cap compilation. Airborne sensors, such as those in Landsat, are collecting 

im.lge data at an incredible rate. In order to process, combine, and exchange 

data, institutions ~n the field of geographic data processing are archiving 

image data and symbolic abstractions of it in digital computer useable form. 

Computer based sy~tems have been built to ;>rovide the function of rapid map 

revision. Altering a map encoded. in di~ital electronic storage requires only 

that the smal I numbi?r 0f <:hanging feiltures b•! ::iltered in reopresentation. ,\uto

::i.1t ic drafting L; readily a•1ailable for producing standard map sheels from 

computer st0red data. 

There is one great bottleneck in autocated cartography - - the symbolic 

features 1Jhich are ti:> represent raw input i::iagery must be extracted by human 

operators. Genecal11· this is a tP<iious and time consuming_p_rocess of identify_ing_ 

a feature to the com?uter and then manually tracing its extent on the source 

;::aterial ::iounted on a digitizing table. The remaining problem is therefore that 

of automatic extraction of symbolic cartographic fe::itures from source imagery. 

The payoff earned by solving this problem l.lould be astronomical. There is a greatly 

increasing requirecent for timely image a0.1lysis in order to manage earth resources, 

' 



to ~onicor polutio~. :o und~rstand physical phenomena, to record and tax land 

use, to plan 3na assess the impact of const ~~tion projects, to provide recon

naissance in host i.ie areas. to :nanage agr icul cure, to monitor hydrology, etc. 

;,1111e the promise is great and :he search is intense, we are still far from 

a general solution to the feature extraction problem. There are many researchers 

in the field doin~ "Jork under various titles such as pattern recognition, image 

or picture processing, computer virion, robotics, scene ana!ysis, or artificial 

intelligence (A.I.J. It is now apparent that the proble~ must be approached by 

tai':.ing c.any s::iall steps since dramatic results have eluded the best of see~er·:; 

for 20 years. One 0f the goals of the research repor:ed here ~as to id~ntify 

so~e 01 the steps to b.: tried as part of the overall solu?ion to automai.ion of 

feature extraction for cartographic compilation. 

In order co understand the current state of Lutowation in cartography ~nd 

th~ position of feature extraction in it, a sy<;terns oriented .'.lr-proach •.tas taken 

to structure the study. An assessment '..'as_ :::ad€:_ r_egar_d_ing_ wh;U-<.onpo~ic!'.-ts-of- ·Hl-

autcmat:!c system are curr.::ntly available and ·.that components need to \Je created. 

The hnothctical system deo;ired is called ACES for "Automal.ic Carto~_aphi-: 

Extraction Systel:I". Output products desired from the system are discussed first. 

in Section 2 along with current automation for producing them. Available inputs 

and de·1ices for producing them are con$idered in Section 3. Section 4 gives a 

gen•~ral Jiscussion of components of ACES which must perfor:n the transformation of 



d.na. 1hc kn•)Wlcdge component !ll'Ccssary tor ACE.S, currcntlv suppllcu by 

hum.111s, is ::itudi'-'d in S<•ct ion 5 .111.t p.1r:i..1igms tor applying knuwh•J;?,e in the 

fe.nurc .:oxt:actiun process is treated in Sccti•in b. :>ectiun 7 pr••scnts .1 

general uvcrview uf possible ACES process cuntrol. 0utstandin~ problems 

requ 1 ring work a re discussed in Sect ion i and future rc!1earch d irectcd tow.ird 

s•>lJtiun ot some of these problems is outlined in Sect ion 9. 

A summ.1ry of the conclusion:1 reached, discussed in Section 10, are .is follows. 

Tht.! cartographic feature extr;,ct ion probl"m is •I diff kult problem with difficult 

subproblems. Certain of the subproblems, surh as rcgjsrration and use uf a geo

~r..iphic data bast! as a knowl"d~e source, .1ppear to have rcas.mabh• solutiuns. l'he 

cngi1wcrin~ of knowledge for use in carto~Ltphic ieature ,•xtr:1cti<>n is the key 

issue. :i.i 11ntticJ par.1Jigm •'Xists but sc•1eral lndividu.11 paradigms •'xist which 

p<>tentially solve some su!Jprnhlcms. Oep••ndcncc on rhe use oi knowlcd~c makes the 

.\CE:> issue generic to orher ..:e'ntral issues oi A. l. 

.rnd there is much useful •Jnrk t•> be done .111 it. 

) 

It ls the ~osl important issue 



2. Automatic C.irtographic Extraction Systt.-m Output Objectives 

Since a system is ari~inally conceived to satisfy some specified objective, 

it is best to begin by noting the desired products which the systeJ is to produce. 

There are several products 'Which we could expect from ACES. First of all, we 

would like to produce standar~ cartogr~phic sheets and thematic :aps and over

la'.fs. Secondly, :.re would like to create special non standard products of the 

Sallie general kind by quick cODpilation from the standard digital data base. 

Thirdly, there is great interest in creating digital data bases to be used 

by other automatic systems. Such systems include navigational systems and en

viromental or traffic modeli,g syste~s. 

Even the production oi the~atic maps requires some interpretation and 

synbolization of data: thus it can be assuoed that all ACES out?ut is ind igital for.n. 

:-tap sheets may :ie creat.:d fro::i digital ACES output i:;roducts by DIA conversion 

such as plotting. Tl:us, because of the interpretation and symbolization ACES 

must perfor. in ;irocessing data, it follr;•.rs -hat ACES logi.c will .1i.l be digital 

and that. all analngJ..Le_ input_s_ l:lllS.t... Ile.. c..o.nv.e..r-t.e.d_ b.ei.or.e- int-1.!r.p.r.e-tat.io....r:i. - Th~-

gcneral ACES objective is therefore to create digital data bases: 7he exact for-

mat of the data bases is left undefined in this report, but Sections 4,5, and 6 

discuss in some detail t'ypes of infor.!lation to be stored. Form.at will vary 

a~~ording to the process that consumes the data. In partiftular, ACES will be 

one of the larger users of its own product due to the fact that it :uust use stored 

kn~Jlcdge to aid in interpretation of new input imagery. 

4 



2. l C.:irto~raphic details_: resolution, scale, and ;iositioning 

Aerial imagery is already a primary input source for map 

making as well as for land use classification. ~ost map 

compilation techniques have used human interpretation and human 

~ensuration of the input data. The level of automation is, 

however, steadily increasing. For instance, it is now possible 

to ma7.e elevation maps semi-automatically from stereo imagery in a 

production shop. Thematic maps of ERTS imagery are also 

co~monly produced. Although there are differences in data 

collection techniques between airplane and satellite surveys 

there are no conceptual differences between them from the 
. 

standpoint of automatic map compilation. 

It is assumed that input to an automated cartographic 

syste~ is a matrix of spectral signatures collected from some 

"rectangular" window of the earth's surface. The proble~s of 

r~storation and geometric transformation necessary to produce 

the inp·:t matrix are not addressed hP!'e. (There is evidence 

that !he~~ prul1Lems_ hive_ acr...ep-t-a.bl-e solutions- in the intBresting-

cases.) For practical purposes an aerial photograph can be 

reJarded as a matrix of infinitely many spectral samples of 

the earth· s radiance. For digital processing, ho•vever, the 

window is represented as a matrix of m rows and n columns of 

pixels each of which is obtained by integrating continuous 

radiance samples over some grid_ cell or resolution"' element. 

s 



It is not ne:cc~ssary to produce photographs for autnrnat ic mappin!-{. 

It is quite cownon for imagery to be converted to digital form 

at the platform (plane or satellite) and transmitted to earth. 

The ERTS-1 satellite sampl~d and transmitted spectral signatures 

of 60 mete~ (m) by 80 m units of the earth's surface. Seven 

million of these units created a digital image, or frame, 

\vhich represented a window of roughly 185 km by 185 km on the 

earth. Various sizes of resolution elements are possible 

depe~ding upon the height of the imaging platform and sophisti

cation of equipment. Weather satellites deliver resolution 

elt!:lents 800 m on a side while Skylab camuras are capable of lJm units. 

Digitally produced ?1aps should have a map rPsolution of 

0.05 mm based on the experimental evidence that a human can 

resolve 10 line pairs per millimeter. The experience of the 

Defense ~lapping Agency Topographic Command confirms this 

•?Sti::iate: a grid spacing of 0.IJ04 in. o: 0.10 mm was found to 

be t<>•> rough for the eye while 0.002 in. = IJ.05 mm was suitable. 

~laps output by the GISTS (Graphic Improvement Software Test System) systec 

at i>J1.ATC (See Burdettt- et al., 1973.) can be viewed as very largl'J rnatriees 

resolution elements. 

Accepting 0.05 mm = 5 x 10- 5 m as the required map resolu

tion yields a simple relationship between map scale and ground 

resc;lution. 

6 



R - io- 5 Sm g = ;) x ( Eq . 2. l ) 

where Rg is ground resolution in raeters and Sm is map scale. 

(See Doyle, 1973, for a similar development.) Taking ERTS 

resolution to be 70 m on the ground, a map scale of 1:1,400,000 

is appropriate for a 1 to l correspondence between ground 

resolution elements and map resolution elements. Deviation 

from this scale toward smaller scales (i.e. 1:5,000,000) implies 

a waste of sampling and storage effort while deviation toward 

larger scales (i.e. 1:25,000) implies errors in representation. 

Each point on the earth's surface can be assigned a 

nosition with respect to some local or global coordinate system. 

C.S. map accuracy standjrds specify that the standard error for 

point pnsitions shot ld not exceed 0.3 mm on the map. Thus the 

point position.in!! ar.r.ur:wy limit f0r a m~pri.ri~~ tr~-:-hnique is 

as follcws. 

( Eq. 2. 2) 

w~ere 0 is the standard error in meters and S is the map scale. ? m 

(See Doyle, 1973.) 

Ground control ooints can bt positioned from low altitude 

photog-ra(Tiry- to 

accuracy can be achieved (Van Wie, 1977). This is good eriough 

for current purposea and is likely to be further improved 

with the future placement of navigation satellites. 

According to Doyle (Doyle, 1973) the type of photographic 

equipment in the Skylab satellite is capable of 12 m ground 

resolution and 10 m positional accuracy, which nearly 

allows compilation of maps of scale 1:25,000 if equations 

7 



2.1 and 2.2 arc checked. While this map scale is not large 

~nough for reconnaissance or tax assessment purposes it is 

sufficient for a lar~e number of applications. With 1 m 

resolution.and l m positioning nearly all types of maps could 

be produced. 



2.2 ACES output products 

It was previously stated that there are 3 general classes of 

output to be generated by ACES. The first of these classes contains 

standard c1rto~raphic sheets and thematic maps. Section 2.1 conclud~d 

that maps of seal~ 1:25000 could currently be compiled using satellite 

platforms and that scales as large as 1:2500 were probably achievable 

with military satellites. Once cartographic feature extraction ls 

accomplished with the symbolic results stored in computer readable form, 

many specialized products could rapidly be produced. Special hill-

shading techniques could be u~ed, for instance, to dra~atize relief 

for piluts aoout to fly over a given area at a given ti~P. of day. 

Thematic mapping, made ~ore popular by the advent of Landsat, is a con

venient way of using the grid-cell method of land feature symbolization. 

Lending the::iselvesreadil:itoautomatic classification, thematic maps in

dicate the land class o! each ground resolution element without much 

e_onside-r:J-tio-n- o-f !-ts- r~-1-a-ti-o-n-s-h-i-p- (-1-oca-l- or- g-l-oba--1-)- t-o-- ot-he-r- (;-;.-e-t.·'c-n-? s-. 

The global feature structure of the mapped terrain is not symbolized 

in the computer data base but hopefully will be supplied by the per

ceptual system of the human user of the map. 

Once geographic data is compiled and archived, it will be possible 

to rapidly produce special products by selection and combination. For 
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eXJmple, an engineer may have the need co know all parts of a region 

where ground elevation is less than 1200 feet. A two-color thematic 

map generated from an elevation matrix ~ight satisfy his requirement. 

As another exampl.e, a military commander might want to see a "contour 

plot" of a trafficability function t(x,y) indicating the mechanical 

properties of the soil in a given region. Such special products could 

be generated from ACES archives as the need would arise and would not 

necessarily impose any considerations on the system design. 

ACES archives could also provide <ligital data bases for o~her 

automatic terrain analysis systems. for instance elevation matrices 

a !1 d d r a i n a g e f ea tu res comp i led i n AC. E S ·~ •l 11 1 d b., i n p u t t !.' h yd r o l cg i c .:: l 

modeling programs. All features might be necessary as input to a 

trafficability program whose job it is to find the best path of travel 

for ~ truck going from point A to point B. As yet another example, two 

archived maps o[ the same area made for different dates could be com-

p-a- r e-d- to- p-r o-d-a-c-e- a- m-a-p- o-f- c-h-a-n-g-e-. 

depend on automatic feature extraction and are currently possible with 

current geographic data base systems which depend on huruan feature 

recognition. 

2.3 ACES performance: cost and quality 

Past autumation techniques have already shown that acceptable 

quality can sometimes be maintained with possible cost reduction. Cost 
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can be measured in dollars, in ti~e. or in the number of errors in the 

product. Quality is currently dependent on human feature extraction: 

auto!!.o,tic elev<:\tion contouring, for instance, does not produce res•1lts 

as satisfying as those done by a cartographer. lt will probably remain 

true for some time that automatically compiled products will be notic~ 

ablly more coarse than those done by humans and that progressive re-

finement will c~st more and more to achieve. One answer to this pro-

blem i~ to economically produce the coarse maps knowinz that human 

consumers have the perceptual capability to smooth the interpretation 

when necessary. The thematic maps produced automatically by lROS from 

LA~DSAT imagery exemplify this philosophy. Achievment oi good quality 

mapping by autooatic means regardless of cost is an important research 

goal. lf and when that goal is reached, another period of development 

will be required to produce that quality at a cost competitive with 

present manual methods. 

2. 4 Ou~;>ut de'lices .1-n-d- techn-iqu~s-

Various sophisticated devices are currently avajlablc to meet map 

accuracy standards in production plotting or to allow graphic inter-

act Ive exploration of a geographic ~ata base. Production output devices 

incl~dt random vector plotters (drum or flatbed), caster plotters (drum 

or flatbed), and electron beam recorders. Both raster and vector plotters 
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can output a SxlO~ symbolic point map at 0.002 inch resolution in 

ltss than two hours. The choice of a rarticular output device wi.11 

c •' p e n d u po n f 11 r t 1i e r r e p r o d u c t i o n s t e p s . Currently there is a trend 

toward raster plotters and away. from established vector plotting. 

There are algorithms for converting between symbolic raster and 

·1ector representations •.;hie~ present no problen.s in batch mode( i.e. in 

production mode). However, ior ~raphical presentation to an inter-

active human, the conversion al6orithms are time consuming. If the 

geographic data base (GDB) uses vector representation, a sort (and 

p1:rhaps broadening) ls required for raster presentation. If a raster 

r.:?re:;ent .. tiou ih store<l, then a traci-:ing (and perhaps thinning) oper-

at.ion is needed. Accessing and converting the data i~ this oanner 

places a bottleneck in the system, nor only for geographical output 

but also for delivery to data proce~sing programs which operate with 

a representation other than that used in the GDB. There is no apparent 

solution tu this data representation problere other than bearing the 

c~sc (in time and processing) of conversion because neither raster nor 

vector representation i~ sufficient for all processing Jnd it seems 

futile to maintain data in both forms. 

Section 3 discusses input devices which often douLle as output 

devices, so further discussion is deferred until that section. A 

si~ilar assessment is made for both input and output technology 

the current capabilities far exceed the current capability to meaning

fully interpret the data automatically. 
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3. Sys tern in;JU t requ i rccents 

In order to derive the geographic data products discussed in Section 2, 

ACES :nust be provided with varied input. Several forms of input are necessary, 

the most obvious of which i5 aerial imagery containing current sensor infor:n

ation. Other inputs are base maps and names which are not appare.nt in imagery 

and knowledge for interpreting i:nage data. Knowledge may be implemented by a 

combination of software and data base er by an interactive r.u~an analyst. 

J.l Aerial i::i.agery 

\;'.'.-to-date ~eographic infor::iation is easil;• obtained via aerial imagery 

from a ·1ariety of 3cnsur-s. Black and ·..ihitc stereo photo~i:-aphy has been the most 

common fryrni- i:n- tl:Te- 1ra-s-c- lrur- otrrcr S<.!ns<..rs suc..i as infrared and- radar are gainini:, 

in use. ~ultispectral imagery, where a set of registered images from different 

secsors is ?reduced, has been the subject of intense effort since 1972 due to the 

LA:lDSAT ;:irogr.:..:n. Due to the limited use of knowledge by automatic processes rela

tive co human photogrammetrists it appears tha.t multispectral imagery .... 111 be pn:

ferred for some time to co:ie in automatic analysis tas.ks. ~jor p".oblems in using 

~ultispectral imagery are lJ registration of sensors, 2) different resolution of 

sensors, 3) low rt!soluti.on of some sensors, and 4) high volumes of data. l!ugt! 

amounts of B&~ photography are gathered and analyzed for current information needs. 



It is .:sti::iated th.1t the ,Hr Force alone cbtains lQ million pictures each year. 

Th~s the tremendous momentum of current manual j>rocedures will surely influence 

future experiments in automatic methcds. 

3 l.l Black and vhite stereo 

Black and vhite (B&W} stereo photography is the most common input to map 

comr.ilJtion. Highly developed hardware/software systems exist for rapid extract-

ion of infor:nation. Equipment such as L~A."IACE { L'NA."IACE 1968 exists for 

nearly automatic extraction of elevation matrices from stereo pairs. Extraction 

of featur~s such as road or drainage networks or ve~etation windows is manually 

guidtd. '..:hile the human provi.des the pattern-recognition and processing control 

capabilities the :nachfne handles rectification, coordi:late transfomation, and 

digital storage ( Dubuisson 1977 ]. Automatic extraction of elevation data 

is successful because it depends only on low-level techniques which correlate 

i~ages taken under almost identical conditions and which are already approximately 

re:.,;istered according to flight control information. Even so, extraction of elev

ations in unifor.nly textured regions, such as forests, can be difficult and errorful. 

lt would be a great accomplishment if automatic tracking of lineal features in B&W 

photography could be achieved. Knowledge more sophisticated than a stereo model 

surely will be required. A proposal for using an ~xisting map and elevation data 

for auto:n.1 tit tracking of drainage is discussed in Section 9, In general ana lY,S is 

of B~~ imagery requires the use of large neighborhoods and global knowledge 

appropriate for hu::ian analysis, problematical for automatic analysis. 
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3. l. 2 !1ul t isensor iC1.aiery 

The chief .;haracteristic of multb•msor imagery is that for each small 

geographic neighborhood several signals· are available which when combined 

give strong inJ_ication of the material being viewed. Knowledge of the material 

present at geographic position (x,y) allows for simpler tracking of cartographic 

features than is- poi!sible wit:1 B&W ~gery. Unfortunately. there have been few 

experi.!:lents reported where attempts were made to automatically track lineal 

features in multisensory i:nagery. Thi:> is due in a large part to the concen

tration 0[ research on lo·~ resolution LANDSAT data where r.io.·: cartographically 

interestin~~ lineal t.eatures are bt::yor.d reco1<1nitinn. High~r r•>«olt1~i·1n mulr:"!

sen~ory imagery is not readily availa!>le - - certainly not to the .1cademic 

community. 

Collecting ruultise:-isor data is not as simple as gatherin:o; black and white 

t:nJ)!;~,.T· ifult:-tsvec-tr.Ti sensed data (~Sr i!i gotten oy spi-itLn~ .:i i.Jt..~;_m ,:f •. iglit 

reflected from earth element (x,y) an<l filtering the branching beams to get ton:ll 

samples in each of the bands. A ... ..:urate registration is .issurtd by beam spl.ittin~. 

If different sensors •Jr diCferent platforms .:re used registration becomes more 

difficult. Radar and infrared sensors have lower resolution cap·1bilities than 

visible light and this presents additional problems. A vector of tonal samples 

can, hm.rever, be deriv~· for each earth element (x,y) in an output ~rid by using 

a transfonnation syste!ll 'as impletnentd in DTEDS[Jancaitis 1977lM DIRS (Van Wie,1977!. 



To do this separate coordinate transfon:iations T.("/..y) ::iust be gotten foe 
l 

t!acr. band i of sensory input. Some interpretation of each tma~e i !..::. necessary 

to arrive at Ti. such as spt!cification of control points or recognition of 

structural features. This presents no theoretical proble:D bot can result 

a great deal of computation in practice. 
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:ljmcs nf gc•lgraphic tea tu res are abstract ions and are not .. H ;1 ll e•J iJent 

in aerial im<1gery.. Yet, names ;1re ·~ssential for recognition and .;:.,mmunic.ition 

in ~eogra1>hic J bplays. ~ames are r:eally tags for concepts which in.::lude both 

•111alitatlv•• and 11uantit.~tive information. For instance the name Ill .J city 

could evllke a latitude and langitud~, a population, an elevation, an av~ra~e 

tl.'mpcraturc ams rainfall, poli.tical entities, etc. A name oftt•n links to other 

names; for insta:1ce~ Phil:1c.telphia ls in the state of Pennsylvania, hlcatl!d on 

the Dcl.:1warc River, and hJs Rizzo as mayor. There app·~ars to he no end to the 

complex 1 t y wh h:h name .:oncept s can 1: rcate and 110 unique way for llrga1~i zing name 

<lat.J for :it,ira~c JnJ retr1.~v .. 1l. 

For standJrd cartogra.phic expression file. formats for name d.1ta can be 

cstablbh«d. U.:i.t:.S. has developed the G'lPSY system (Orth J')]t.) l<lr slor.1ge 

.. wd retrh•v;1l <li name J.1t:1. Clearly •>nl; minimal i11i1lrmJtio11 must be stored 

with a nanh~ f,1r us1! in creating st;1ndarJ map symbolization. Fnr instance, for 

smal:t t1.•1ns lite '\t!O~r.iphic coordinates and population sltu11ld sui i i.:c. lluwevcr, 

to provi<1c ior ··rcation oi speci.allzc<l thematic products it may be ir.iport;rnt to 

·have infon:i~1ti.on ltems such as amount of electricity .:onsumed, type of water 

system, nu:nbcr of Exxon servtct! station£, or 1wr::e11tage of lhe popul..it ion undt!r 

40. Clearly some range of output products must be.specified before a prac~ical 

•fat<t base c .. 111 be cst.1bl1sheJ. 
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~Jmes can be attached to any of the three basic geographic data typPs 

points (i.e. J ~ountain peak), lines (i.e. a river), and regions (i.e. a 

desert). :lames "Will be absolutely essential in symbolizing output displays. 

The concept associated with the name is likely to be useful in interpretation 

of imagery. which :iight affect other symbolization on the map. For instance, 

kno"Wlcdge of the location of a large city might cause other interpretation 

and syr.ibolization to be suppressed within a specified region of the imagery. 

Theoretically the opportunities for applyin~ a priori knowledge stored in a 

file of named geographic objects are unlimit ... ><l, however, in practice only very 

constrained uses are likely to prove possible. 
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3.3 Base caps and bootstr~pping 

Stored base maps will be an essential component of any ACES type system. 

Base ::2aps can be thought of as skeletons on which the flesh of current detail 

~use be hung. The source of the detail is aerial imagery and its content will 

be specific to the display task. Base oaps are available at some scale in 

digital for:n for all major political divisions of the world. Important carto

graphic detail such as water bodies and major roads shoulc also be readily 

available [Robe 1974]. 

Registration is the key to the storehouse of knowledge in the base ::iaps. 

~jor features .1!'Jparent in the ioagery ::mst be brought into correspond.::ncc with 

::iapped features. The base 1:1ap could then be used as a guide for a more detailed 

analysis of the imagery. Lineal networks, such as roads and drainage can be 

searched for connecting features which are evident in the imagery but were either 

~ot previously present or were ignored during base map compilation. ln this 

t::.'.fnner initial ::ianual r.i.a!)ging_ effort ca'n be 1~scd to guidiL amnm.ar:ic- co:np-il.at'ion 

of detail and change. Similar to a bootstrapping operation, successive iterations 

could yield better and better results in an increasingly automatic mode. 

Eventually base maps· (or ::iap data base) could be at the same level of detail 

and sa~e resolution as the desired output product. Quite specific changes could 

then be sought for display and for base"l:lap update. for exacple, water body bound

aries could be monitored for change, urban lots could be checked for change in use

l%e, or the progress of clear-cutting u forest could be recorded. The underlying 
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assucption is that enough of the scene remains constant for reliable regis

tration .m1 calibration. Ch~rnges could then be detected automatically by 

observing differences in some of the regions :;iapped in the data base from 

those observed in the lmagery. 
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J.4 ACES knowledge base 

It is clear that use of real worl~ knowledge will be necessary for an 

ACES type system. Sections l.2 and 3.3 have already introduced mechanisms 

for applying a priori, or stored, knowledge to automatic analysis oi aerial 

imagery. A detailed categor~zation of ~~owle<lge forms available to ACES is 

attempted in Section 5. At ~his point it is useful to specify the t'JO general 

knowledge forms which must be input to ACES. 

First of all ACES shoul·.! have a de-:lar:itive knowledge base: this is 

essentially a ~eographic dat:l. base encccied as data. Present cartographic data 

bases cxi..;t i.n Jt:darati'le f.J.~ such as GISTS [Cook l'j74j or Dl:-!E (Silver 1977}. 

In both cases the knowledge is very static and is essentia(ly a digital icon 

of a hard copy display. As discussed in Section 3.3, however, the static 

1,,eographic data base can be a powerful source of locational knowledge when coupled 

•.1ith registration and procecr..:.ral knowlcdg.e tediniques. Procedural ~nowledge is 

impl~nented tl1rougn programs. To somt' a H~ .. :astef11l knowledge ·i!ncoding techni<; 1e, 

embodying k.'10-.1ledge in proce1:.ure is sunetimes the only <Jay to approach specific 

or complex contexts or actio~. 

~ignal ?rototypes o~ discriminant function coefficients could be stored as 

data for later use in classi!~cation of land elements. This is an example of 

declarative knowledge encodi~I· On the other hand, for processing drainage 

networks the knowl1:dge that ••st,reams flow downhill and intersect other bodies 

of water" is perhaps best e:i!i'°died in c:1e code of a tracking algorith.-n. Proponents 
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of svntactic pattern recognition might argue that the tracking decisions can 

be encoded as .'I grammar and hence as declarat i'I.~ knowledge, but there is no 

evidence that more practical results will be obtained. Knowledge encoding and 

use is a primary research topic in A. I. today with few definitive conclusions 

reached. Further discussion is reserved for Section S. 
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J. 5 Human knowledge resource 

It is inconceivable, given the present state of the art, that a system 

such as ACES could be designed without primary consideration of human input. 

In many tasks involving visual recognition and the use of inference the hu:nan 

is still ~ore reliable and faster than a computer. There are some interpretive 

tasks which we do not now know how to encode in terms of computer operations. 

Generalization .rnd artistic rendition of graphical data are two such tasks. 

Although it i.s clear that human input is necessary to ACES it is not clear 

how that input ·.ii.ll contro 1, be· controlled by, or cooperate with a L•Jmputer 

system. Some suCC!!S<;ful work has ht>en done on thi:> [ Bu.rr:l'.i 1977, r.y;;n l'.Ji'C.J i11 

specific circumstances b~t general interactive cooperation between man and machine 

has not yet been realized. 

In typical "automated" cartographic installations the human performs all 

feature recog:.ition operations at the point of data entry - - i.e. during dig

itization. It is exactly this laborious La:>k which we want to automate in ACES. 

Another typical hua.an function j>erforoed in today's systems is tbat of editing 

cartographic data ba.;es for error - - error lntroduced in the manual digitization 

input process! One curr<?ntly feasible mode of operation for ACES would ue to have 

ACES perform autot:l.'.ltic extraction and digitization and then present its results to 

th<! human as an overlay on the source imagery. Tha human can then edit the machines 

wor;k instead of his own. If the acount of editing were small this scheme ·.rould 

represent another positive step toward automatic compilation. In any case the 

hwuan can apply whatever knowled~e he has and need not even be conscious of it. 
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J. 6 Input devices for ACES 

The important conclusion here is that input device technology is far 

in advance of our knowledge for usin~ che data which it delivers. An exciting 

array of devices are now available vnich offer a range of design choices. 

There are off-line devices for deliverin~ billion bit 

representations of an entire source document and there 

are CRT graphics systems which permit human editing of 

local features. 

There are devices which unifor.nly sample the entire source 

ir.tage and there are those which can selectively· sample 

specific areas selected by intelligent processes. 

There are devices which can organize samples as 2-D or 1-D 

arrays or as random sequences of points. 

There are devices thai; can s.:'1n optical io;..,,es, elet:tronic 

ima~es, or ir.lages recoraed on paper or film. 

There are devices that can vary their resolution and t:1ere 

are devices that can be calitrated and controlled to sense 

different spectral bands. 
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The three s..f·ct ions below describe soml! available input devices accord

ing to whethH they sample the input in 2-D, 1-D, or randomly. This break

down may or may not be meaningful depending on the overall philosophy for 

analyzing the data produced as. is discussed in SeLtion 3.6.4 
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3. ;,_ l :·tatrix input devices 

:.iource material can be sampled simultaneously ln 2-D by an array of 

photodiodes. 50x50 elements with l mil ·spacing were available on a single 

chip in 1974 [Snow 1974). Dynamic ranges of 1000:1 are possible. The chief 

advantage of true 2-D sampling ls stable geometry with totally electronic 

sampling. However, most source imagery will be larger than any practical 

photodiode array so other scanning techniques will still be n~cessary to move 

the array with respect to the image, or visa versa. Some of the speed gained 

by parallel sampling may be lost because of sequential l/O to a digital com

puter. The arrays have serious potential if pattern recognition hardware is 

placed between them and a digital computer. 

Another parallel 2-D sampling de'licc is the ROSA equipment [Lukes 1978) 

which delivers sampl~d spatial frequency for a given window of the source datri. 

Its utUity Hes- f:rr recugni:Li:on decisions oest made ill tlie roui·ier domain. As 

with photodiode arrays, the window of data vi~-wed b~ ROSA is small relative ~o 

the entire source material and other scanning techniques must be used for 

positioning. 

3.6.2 Raster devices 

Raster devices organize input samples into a sequence of rows of samples, 

each row· itself being a s1:quence of samples in time. Thus there 0.,,111 be ll total 

linear ordering induced on the set of image sample8. Raster scanning (plotting) 



implies that each pixel is cunsidcred once and only once and hence sc~n (plot) 

time is constant regardless of ima~e content. This is the chief charactcrl.stic 

of raster d(:vices and places them in stark contrast to random linear devices. 

Raster s!anners can cover a source area of 120 cm by 150 cm at 0.0025 cm resolution 

in 30 :ninutes with black and white output or 3 hours with 5 bit color/texture out

put. At 0.0025 c~ resolution ) billion pixels result. The devices just described 

are clearly for operation off-line to data analysis and not intended far interaction. 



3.6.3 Linear input devices 

Linear input devices are built to trace linear features in two dimensions. 

Their output is a collection of curves which creates a sparser and mor.e highly 

organized model of the source data than is created by matrix or raster scanners. 

The most common equipment type is the "digiti?.er.:" which has a positioning head 

tha.t is guided over the features by a human. The position of the head is known 

by the machine via mechanical tracking or by sensing a location on a grid in the 

table under the head. While the operator moves the head along the feature the 

maLhine records the path of positions by sampling in either time or distance 

intervals. Sy u:;ing such devices, all feature recognition is perfornied by the 

human before data is entered into the computer. 

Automatic feature recognition is possible and the human may be omitted frr,m 

the linear input systems. Research is continuing "along this line" including the 

research summarized in this report. Apparently i/o ~etrics has had a system for 

socc time that can follow lineal features on map sheets (Wohlmut 1974). Once 

on a point of a line, a circular neighborhood around the point is scanned to 

determine the next point of the line. The.equipment then repositions to the 

new point found and continues. An area of up to S ft. by S ft. can be scanned with 

S to 10 ~il increments typically used. The claim is that problems of noise spots 

and intersections are solved. It must be emphasized that this equipment Yas de

signed for scanning existing map sheets and not imagery so that the source data 

ls idealized and clean. 



Preliminary work (~ASA. 1977 I l1as shown tt.at. some linear features can be 

traced in real time at the platform. Success was reported in the tracking 

of major land-water boundaries using l1S5 data. It would be qu .. te a breakthrou~h 

i~ performance could be extended to many features. The real-time constraint can 

be dropped and geographic data base knowledge can be added to the tracking pro-

cess. ThuR there is some reason to be optimistic. The major payoff in this kind 

of operation is that feature recognition is done at a very early stage eliminating 

the need for· 2-D image storage and processing. l t 1 s easy to imagine software 

interacting with an analogue source eliminating large amounts of redundant inter-

mediate digital data storage. 

J.F,.4 Discussion of input concepts 

For a system that scans off-line and then processes digii:al information in 

batch mode the previous distinctions made for input devices are. irrelevant. All 

of the source data :nust be scanned because the .:mal1sis necessary to confidentl:,· 

ignore parts of the data is decoupled from the input operation. Similarly there 

is np meaningful control over resolution. The time sequence and organization by 

which samples were taken is likevisc not meaningful - - data storage or~anization, 

quite a different thing, is of prime concern. Such off-line systems are typical 

of the day. They impc3e more constraints .and allow fewer decisions and as a 

consequence simplify in a way the difficult task of image analysis. 



The cost obvious consequence of the deccupl ing philosophy desctibed above 

is that systems ha'le choked themselves on oversampled data. Resolution has to 

be determined by the fin.,.$t feature to be identified. Thus regions which do 

not really have to be scanned at all are scanred, and are scanned at fine 

re~olution. Only canual digitization avoids all this. The more subtle conse

quence is the loss of dynamic control over the sensing device, i.e. over thres

holds. Single calibration of a sensor for an image o.f a varied scene can cause 

serious probl~s. Loss of contrast and corresponding requirements for digital 

enhancement are comcon. 

The dynaoic control of the sensing environment, i.e. rio~itfol'l, resol•J.tion, 

and calibration, by an intelligent process offers the promise of a smaller volu::ie 

of higher quality data and less execution cost. There is also the capability of 

viewing the same data in different ways by re-examining it i.n several stages of 

a feedbact:. loop dri·1en by the state of knowledge gathe..-ed about the data. Such a 

purposive system •Jould ha·1e to contain ~ rl :h knowledge base to support its deo ... 1-

s1on-~aking. Judging by the size of current geographic data bases acd encodings 

of applicaticn specific knowledge, the process that 1ntelli 0 entl:; takes its input 

is likely to be choked with knowledge instead of ~ata. 



.. • C0mp1.111ents of the d igi ta l t\CES 

Sectwn ). del.'i11t~d the outputs desired from an ACES system and Section 3 

des.:ribed inputs ·available to ACES in order to arrive at the outputs. This 

section discusses components of ACES which must cooper.ate in this transformation 

oi inputs to outputs. There is much to do since raw ioagP.ry is the basic input 

and symbolic graphics are the ba&ic output • 

.:. • l The bi!:;e map archive 

lt ·o1as emphasLtcd in St!ct ion j that a rich knowled~e base wo11ld be 

ne.:ess;Jry for ACES to automatically extract feat1Jres irClll raw ac;:i.11 imagery. 

;.. ;;cograpi1ll: or cartoJgraptllc data base could provide for a large 1mrtion of 

a;iplicable knowledge, in particular sp•!Cific locational knowledge of previou,,ly 

!!kipped f e.atures. Geographic data bases exist today and are proliferating. Cur rer.t 

use!> •ire not oriented toward guiding ima;sc analysis, so novel enham:!!lllents to 

'1.1ys ot .!ugrnt:nting current: d.1ta bases are discussed bel<.;w. 

For compactness and high symbolic 'representati•Jll, it seer.is best to archive 

(::L.lp) only the lineal and point featu.res of the l'arth. Region:; are defined by a 

lineal encoding of their bQundaries. The bask element of the gt>ographic data 

O.!SC is Lhc lineal St'gment (edge) which is characterized by beginning point 

(xb~yb), ending point (xe,ye), and 3 feature cod•!s 1-·1.,,F>, and FR which specify 
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the region feature to the left. the lineal feature itself. and the region to 

the ri~ht. Lineal segments interse:ct at P"Jints called ncdes or vertices and 

the set of segments together with the set ~f vertices yield a graph which 

represents the topology of an area of the earth. Thf.s is the basic structure 

of the DIME file of the Bureau of the Census [Silver 1977). To preserve geo

metric shape as well as ::opolog; each segment can be associated with a chain 

of points froa (xb,yb) to (xe,ye) (Chrisman l974J. This ;tured chain of points 

is not only of value in the plouing of a ?ro<Juct but also i:-; useful for identi

fying that tvundary in new ima~ery of the s.:ime area. If the boundary segment 

is tagged as unique or !:pecial by either manual or automatic means, it may well 

he used for the initial re;;istr;)tion of ilr.age to archive. ~11ile FO is a pointer 

to infor:nation about the· shape and tone oi .1 lineal feature. the :pointers 1-1. and 

FR can ;10int to information ide!?titying Uie content of the reio:ions on either side. 

~ore than just a region numoer is appropriate: tonal signature could be specified 

by means of a dlscrimina~t func~ion.to be used for recognition of pixels in that 

region. With such stored inforn.ation, the trac!<i.ng of li:1eals in raw imag·~r/ 

c-mld be- ;,~ahl~ by- ma-p- eonte-nt. 

There will be problems in "JSing a map .archive to guide ima~•! interpretatlon. 

First of all the archive will ~e large and hence on externa~ storage. Thus it will 

be necessar1 to stage proces_sin:g so that S)"':l'lbolic archived information and r.1w 

sensed data arrive at the computer together. Secondly, it is desirable that the 

sar.ie ::iap be applicable to the a:i.alysis of !..:nages of different scales and the general

izatlon problem will be encountered. Generalization principles often. req~ire logic.:il 
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interpretation c<>nt rary to the physical tac ts depending on level of detail 

required. Such processes •.iill he very difficult to do ;1utomatically. T!1ird, 

the raw input will be in raster t.>r array format while the archived data will 

be lineal· (random) and symbolic. Due to the large amou11t oi symbolic and raw 

data to be compart!d, both i!llage and archive will need to be highly structured 

and compared in sorted order. This ~'lip lies a great deal of prc-cesslng overhead 

in searching and in [/0. 
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I 1 .... Class slice or thematic files 

An ACES. system would probably have to preprocess the raw aerial imatiery 

to some extent in order to reduce the data volume and increase symbolic con-

tent. The most primitive operation in this direction would be to place sym-

bolic labels on each pixel (x.y) of the image based on a vector m(x.y) ot 

measurements taken. over a s1aall neighborhood of (x.y). :a is easily conceived 

as a set of bands in the :iSS case and could bE> combined tonal and textural 

measures in the B&W case. 

To each pixel (x,y,;(x,y)) of the preprocesseci image can be assigned class 

labels fro~ a pre-determined set C 

mutually excl~s1ve and the decision to label point (x,y) ~Ith label c
1 

could 

be independent of the decision to label (x,y) with cj. Io this manner k binary 

images c. a (x.v.b.(x.y)) could be generated from the pre:irocessed image indepen-
1 . l 

dently and in ~arallel according to the decision rule 

where P(cil m(x,y)) is the probability that Ci !.s tht> cl'1SS label given measure

ment vector iii and t is some threshold. "Binary images thus created are called "class 

sli~es" or "overL.!'.'5". Sote th;it the same position in st-~ral class slices can 

be 1, reflecting ambiguity or mixed properties of (x,y,ii(:t,y)). Class slices could 

be used for extraction and separate processing of uniforn map features such as ro.1d 

networks, vegetation, desert, etc. E3ch class slice can :.., further processed accord-

ing to specific semantics w:!.thout regard for the processing of other slices if 



appropriate. A ver:1 high level control can finally integrate all k class 

slices to form a consistently interpretable image. 

Overlays formed in this manner can be clea'ned up by operations discussed 

in Section 6 of this report or can be passed against the lineal feature archive 

tor massaging or change detection. When cleaned the overlays ~an be plotted 

creating desired map products and can be processed for update of the lineal 

feature archive. Because of their large bulk and low level of symb'Jlization, 

overlays proba~ly will not be saved per::ianently after image analysis is complete. 

~.J Elevation matrices 

The elevation uf a ~oint (x,y) may he received as one measurement m(x,y) 

which cannot sensibly be reducPd to a binary value. m(x,y) is derived by usiqg 

two (stereo) iclages not one. Elevation data must be vie1.1ed as a finished ll•Jtput 

product of ACES as well as a valuable input to aid in other image interpretation 

tasks. Elevation data for.use by :1utomatic procedures is prob"lbly best left in 

::iatrix rather than lineal contour fonn. 

4.4 Procedural knowledge routines 

Part of ACES a priori knowledge will be embedded in procedures or pro~rams. 

Procedural knowledge.is necessary in cases where the declJrative knowledge, such 

as that stored as data in the map archive, is insufficient for decision making. 
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It is difficult to enc0de as data the rules 0!: thumb that "roads tend to be 

continuous and tend to intersect other roads at blunt angles", yet it is not 

difficult to program such rules. Such a "road-knowledgeable" program is just 

..,hat is required to clean up the road class-slice as discussed in 4.2. Such 

procedural knowledge is only applicable in specific contexts; while the afore

~entioned program might also do well on drainage features it would not apply 

~o other oveLlays. Similar procedural knowledge is applicable to region type 

features. For example. "water tends to be continuous in 2-0 extent at points 

·.1ith the same elevation". 

~.S Utillt7 routines 

A great deal of ACES system overhead can be expected in dealing with image 

data and in accessing the knowledge base and temporary overlay files. A large 

number of utilit7 routines will be required in order to support ACES anal7sis. 

Once feasible decision-making algorithDs are devised the special support hardware 

and software required wiTI oecome evid(fat and- should be state-of-the-art. 

~.6 Process control 

The most complex part of ACES will be the control mechanism used to integrate 

the raw data and a priori knowledge in the intPrpretation decisions. Making deci

sion with contradictory or ambiguous information is inc.!uded in the task. Past 

A.I. •~rk has developed several methods of control, all of which seem too weak and 

infle~ible for attacking the image interpretation task at hand. These control 

~ethods include the following. 
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finite autol!l.1ta 

semantic networks 

production language 

Bayesian· inference 

theorem proving/predicate calculus 

hierarchical pattern classification 

The first ACES systems will thus be controlled in a highly sterf!otyped or 

constrained :nanner. applying to the task Jnly that fraction of applicable know

ledge that is practical under current representational and decision making 

paradigns. 
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5. Knowled~e available to ACES 

It is now obvious to rese.J<rchers tlut automation of ..ireal image analysis 

"Jill not be achieved unless large amounts of a priori real world knowledge is 

available to analysis procedures. This section surveys and categorizes know

ledge sources which support the interpret..ition of spatial geographic imagery. 

It is easy to believe that humans use all of these knowledge sources, either 

con::ci.:>usly or unconsciously, in their i=r.age ::malysi:> tasks. Unfortunately, 

knowledge .ivailable to a human who nny readily use it may be unuseable to a 

machine due to the practical problems of encoding it, accessing it and syn

thesizing complex decisions frcm that and other knowledge sources. "Knowledge 

engineer-ing" [Feigenbaum 1977] is at an interesting st.:ige of development but 

bas not yet demonstrated thi> r..:lrabl lity ')f handling g~!H'!!"3.l image analysis 

tasks. Not only is there a problem of combining knowledge in complex and 

possibly ambiguous situations but there is also the proble:i of efficiency in 

case a l'.'~ical solution exists- Computers have neither the complex deci.1ion 

control strategies of the human nor the vast memory resout':::e. It is tlv.:!refore 

necessary at this point in tbe for scene .1:.al,sis researcher~ to carefully selec:. 

and define knowledge sourct!s useful for i!llplementatiun and to carodully test their 

perfor:nance capabilities. 



5.1 Spectral Qr tonal knowledge 

The ref l~ctance from a particular :naterial should recain relatively 

constant from one observation time to another when viewed with the same 

sensor. There will be some alterations due to changes in the at~osphere 

or sensor electronics or Jue to changes in the material itself such as 

:naturing of foilage. Catalo~ues of signals can b~ compiled showing typical 

reflectances received by different sensors. With Landsat data each sensor 

samples a specific band of the electromagnetic spectrum. Use of several 

reflectances can usually narrow the classification of an unkno•..m ground 

element to a few possible materials. Much cataloguing has already been 

done at the EP.IM laboratory [ ERIX 1975 ]. Vincent [19731 has presented 

a technique using the ratios of different spectra to achieve classification 

which is less sensitive to atmospheric and sensor changes than using absolute 

signal levels. Thus with !-!SS data ,approximate pixel classification is easy 

to get in terms of theory and computation. Higher level knowledge is necessary 

in order to refine results oi spectral classification. With black and white 

i:nagcry (B&W) only shades of grey are available at the pixel level and thus 

little classification information is available from tone alone. Connected areas 

of pixels of the same tone can sometimes be . amassed providing regions which 

can be classified according to their size and shape. This implies use of other 

types of knowledge. 
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S.2 Spatial. structural. or geometric knowledge 

~ost geographic entities are partly characterized by their 2-dimensional 

extent in the image. Features are. usually continuous and large in size 

relative to the resolution elements. These assumptions allow the collection 

.of similar pixels·into contiguous regions or curves. Once regions or curves 

exist, geometric features can be •Jsed for classification. 

5.2.l ~eighborhood dependence 

Since observed regions are assumed to be large relative LO pixel size, 

the ?robabalistic inter?retation of adjacent pixel5 ~ust be ~one jointl) catl1~r 

than independently. One way to do this. is to allow the neighbors of a pixel 

to condition the probability of classifying a pixel in any primitive class. 

Another way would be to interpret the c.'.ass of a pixel to be as the majority 

of. p.r.e.lil:ti.naxy cl a SS i f ic.at.1.ons... oL ne.ighb.o_rs_ witlio..u.L us.e-o.L CD.nt.ex.L -

5.2.2 Connectedness 

Region or curve features are imaged onto connected sets of pixels. 

Connectivity may be violated due to noise especially in the case of curves. 

Tracking connected sets of pixels which have similar image features is an 

easy job for t:he computer because connecti·1ity can be checked by only local 

op_erations. Tracking of connected .. objects can also be adjusted to allow for 

s0r.1e noise distortions. 
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5.2.3 Shape and size 

Once regions and curves of connected sets of pixels having homogeneous 

?roperties are assembled, these objects can be interpreted by size and shape 

features. (Many size and shape features can be computed while the connected 

objects are being tracked. See (Agrawala 1977] ). Thin smoothly curving 

objects are likely to be streams or roads according to a real world model. 

Long, thin, straight objects are almost surely roads. Large rectangular 

objects ·are likely to be housing blocks or agr!c~ltural fields. 

5.3 Spatial distribution 

Often the. interpretation of an object will depend upon how it relates 

to other objects in its proximity. This neighborhood dependence is more 

genera .. and higher te•1el than that discussed in 5.2.1. If several poloygonal 

objects of a certain size are detected- in crose proximit'l to each other, the 

enc.ire set ~ay be interpreted as buildings. Nearby road features would further 

support such an interpretation. 

5.4 Associative/semantic knowledge 

Perhaps at the highest level is associative or semantic t}~e knowledge which 

allows image features and objects to be interpreted or understood with respect to 



a global model which is causal or relational in nature. This requires 

detailed understanding of che functions or purposes of objects and relation-

ships among them whi~h are not apparent in the imager7. For example, we have 

the general knowledge chunk "evergreens grow on steep rocky slopes". This 

kno"Jledge relates geological structure and elevation information to vegetation 

type and might be particularly useful in the interpretation of B&W imagery 

where all three related items -- evergreens, rocks, and steep rerrain -- could 

not be simultaneously observed. A second example is the knowledge that "drainage 

matches terrain". The causal model is that water runs downhill only and its 

passage erodes the ground. This implies that an observed stream path must always 

follow a non-increasing sequence of elevations and that elevations on the path 

are likely to be lower than those at right angles off the path. This type of 

model can be i::ade "known" to an auto:natic device by encoding it into a tracking 

procedure specific to dr3inage features. Since roads can travel up and down hills, 

the same knowledge is inappropriate for tracking roads. A third example giving 

knowledge useful in detecting roads is that "roads often have long straight seg

ments and tend to intersect each other". The appropriate model is that roads are 

man-made and connected into a network to allow traffic between many points. In 

the absence of obst~:les or varying terraiR the most efficient path is along a 

straight line. Such knowledge can be used by an automatic system in the following 

manner. At a low-level of the system edge features can be aggregated to form 

curves •. Any curves of certain dimensions which have straight segmf'nts would strongly 

imply a road feature. At the next level of the system the topological reiationship 
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of connection would be observed. Any connection of de~ree l or 4 of two 

curies, t:.ach havin~ a straight segment, would further sLpport the road 

interpretation •. Gaps in curves of an assembled network could be d1ecked 

more careful!/ for edge content and for geometrical alignment and the g~p 

filled if appropriate results are obtained. 

S.S A priori positional kno~ledge 

The ~ost specific, and perhaps the ~osc useful knowledgE to an automatic 

system, is positional kno•.1ledge of features as stol'"ed in a gt:ographic data 

base (GDh). The points along linear features recorded in the data base are 

·:!-'.l!lil/ '.l'.;'=d. fer !.:.t<:rprct.ing i;:i;;gery rtgiE>LtLc<l tu the Jato i:.ase. For instance, 

the forks of the Shenandoah River ,Jt Franc Royal ~0uld certainly be encoded in 

a GDB of that area and wo•Jla f,,, readily used in interpreting the drainage versuc.; 

road netvork . in ima~ery •) f the area. <:.ncoded road f ea tu res, on the other hand, 

·.iould be useful in tracking the fulJ road network after initial registration with 

points··Ji the image. Tht: continuity of the iconic features in the GfJB would be 

invaluable in efforts to overcume the fr;;g~enting effects (t shadows, poor contrast, 

or vegetation canopy. ?ri:sP.r.r:c of roads vould lend powf.'r to the inti!rpretation of 

building-like objects ~ec~r.ted in the·i~~gery but not present in the GOB. Presence 

of streams •.1ould aid :!.n th•! search tor nt:.., bridges and henc_; new roads. 

A priori knowledge nted not co:is i:; t of •Jnl y iconic or geometric f ea tu re typ1:: 

knowledge but.can also be very general. For instance, given Imagery over the state 



of ~~ryland, it is ~no~n that there ~ill ~e no glaciers and no large la~es. 

This knowledge may enable t!:.e isulation of large area:; of cloud cover in the 

imagery. together 11ith the lmown ti1:1e •Jf the ima~ery it could also be kno1o1n 

exactly which land classes 11ould be present for interpretation. For example, 

for :iarch imagery o'/er C.'lrret County, ~ryland snow cover would be highly 

likely while vegetation would be m•·.:h suppr,2ssed. With !t'>S data, dassifiers 

(class-slices) for snow and conifer could be used but ·~lassifiers for corn or 

toh.ac:co could not be used. 

5.1; Use and t!OCcding <>f kno-Jledge 

The previuus sections r:'.iscussed ·1ario11s categories of knowledge available 

in i:.age interpretation and gave some specific examples. It is appropriate to 

exa.::iine in ::iore detail exactly how such ;.JlQwledg·e can be encoded and used for 

aut=t ic in-t-e!"jJ-!'t-t:ae-ion~ !:nWJ~ can_ be.:- er1cruicd- in-.'.!-- d.!1-.:-lar-a-t-i'le- f0-m,- mean- -

in;; ti.at it is er.coded .15 d;;,.ta to be u"'t'J •1y :1 unifo,ci .j.,<..i'iion pruce.iure. A 

uniform proct!dure is one th.at beha'les the same wa1 for all feature e:lasses. 

So<=<:tral lmowled~e is t!astly encoded in thLS for:n -- discriminant functions 

(sp~cified by coefficit!ntsJ 0r signature prot~types can be used to define classes 

of lata and the same dec:i:Sir,n procedure can be applied for all classes of data. 

Kn<.i"Jledge can also be encod~ in procedural form, e1eanin~ a program is written 

to implement the knrrJledge. '/ery hi~h level fe.lture spec 1f 1c knowled~e is perhaps 

best impl~ented in procedura: form. Declaratlve and procedural f.mplementations 



each have their respective advantages and disadvantages -- for an interesting 

discussion see (Winston 1977). Table S.l relates the several knowledge sources 

previously discussed to methods of encoding and using that knowled~e in a computer. 
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Spectral/tonal 

Spatial/neighborhood 

Spatial/geometric 

~P;itl;1J distriouti<Jn 

•\sso..; ia ti ve/ semantic 

T.tble 5.1 Encoding and using knowledge 

En~odln~ of knowl~d~e 

( declar.at i ve) 
prototypes. discriminant 
functions. density functions 

(declarative) 
extend above to work 
on joint information 

(procedural) 
use connectiveness 
property in tracking 
procedures 

taeclarat i ve) 
set of possfble labeled 
features ~ach with list 
o( qualil?ing properties 

(procedural) 
set of possible labeled 
fcat•Jres c.ach with 
qualifyin~ procedural 
logic 

(declarative) 
syntactic approach nossible but 
not recormtended (procedural) 
set of procedures for 
interpreting cartographic 
features. one procedure 
for each feature 

(declarative) 
syntactic or deductive 
approachc~ possible but not 
recommended (procedural} 
set of prc-~edures for 
interpret!ag cartographic 
features, one proceduie 
for car.h ieature or group of 
associ..itcd features 

rse in interpretation 

use to classify single 
pixels by estimating 
p(given classjspectral info.) 

use to classify single pixels oy 
p(given class!spectral info. 
of neighborhood) 

use to asemble larger objects 
such as regions and curves 

uniform procedure assigns 
labels to image objects by 
checking properties 

key properties causes 
control rnechaniSll!- tv- e-voke-
spec if ic procedure to 
recogni~~ specific feature 
from properties 

interpret individual vbjL·.ts 
by considering a set of objects 
and their properties in an 
attempt to assign c.onsistent 
interpretations to all 
according to spatial 
rel~tionships 

use to clean up networks of 
curves and regions. Use to 
p~rform top-down search for 
faint features connecting ta 
a network or faint features 
enclosed in regions. Perform 
more specific interpretations 
of objects accdrding to 
arbitrary comhi~~tions of 
current information. 



5.7 Discussion of knowledge source~ useful for ACES 

Several of the knowledge ..>ources described above can readily be applied 

to automatic image interpretat !on while several sec.'f!I unuseable given the 

current state of the art. Spectral or tonal information is easily and effi

Ci€ntly applied. The assuaption is that the material content of an elt!lllent 

of the earth's surface is easily classified from the spectral charal!tetistics 

of its reflectance. Spectral, or MSS, classification is in fact coaputationally 

easy as is evidenced by the plethora of implementations and experiments reportt!d. 

Classification performance has not always·been satisfactory, however, largely 

because of the "signature extension" problem - - that of classifying data gathered 

un.ier circu::astanccs different from thosl~ existing for training. The beauty of 

:1.SS cla:;;siii.:ation is th.it it interprets geographic ima~e data at the lowest le•!el 

without any s?atial context or cumplexity of decision. When viewed as a final 

process, !iSS classification is error-prone and insufficient for structural inter

pretation of an image•; when viewed as a low-level data interpretation and reduct ion 

step,.!1SS classificatio11 could be regarded as a necessary and valuable step in 

i:nage an.Jbsis. 

Properties such as connectedness or adjacency are also easily ~andled by a 

co~puter b~.o.cause of local operation. Decisions made at a point in the space depend 

only on very limited context around that point. If natural geographic regions in 

fact image to many resolution dements it is clear that limi.ted context decisions 

can si~nificantly improve the performance of interpretation [ Welch 1971 I. 
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Spatial texture features are ~ore difficult to apply because there is no 

unitonn neighborhood over winch to compute them. Cramenopoulos (1973) and 

llaralick [l'.173.J have reported good results with texture features computed 

over fixed windows·for land use classification. However, caution must be 

used. in evaluation of these results because the matheLiatical models used to 

capture texture seem very weak whe.n compared to human perception of texture 

in analysis of black and white pnotography. Black and white photography 

appears to be particularly unsuited for aut0111atic feature extraction because 

of this dependence or: texture percl.!ption over variable-sized regions and 

almost complete unavailability of tonal cues. 

Associati·1e/Sl"!!!antic type kn•JWledge is also difficult to appl:t in auto

~atic pro~essing because of ::i.any factors: l) it tends to be highly specific, 

2) it is difficult to deter::iine exact·ly whic.h context3 ellicit its •Jse, and 3) 

the output product of using the knowledge is hard to define in terms of inputs. 

Consider these pdints in application of the knowledge that "drainage matches 

t!le·1.1tions". Unfortunately definitive use of this "matching" would probably 

r\!sult in a procedural i::iplei:ientat ion of the knowledge a:; discussed in S•'Ction S. h. 

Primiti"le shape and size features are •1ery lrnportant for automatic pro

c1:ssing because they are e-asy to extract ·and should be more reliable interpre

tive cues than single tonal s.JmplJ!S. The aggregatic>"n of similar rnncs or gradi

ent into straight or highly cur."IJng arcs, for example, can significantly reduce 

the effects of noise. yield higher level interpretation, and en.able re)olistration 
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wit!1 structures in :in cxisting map. Knowll:d~e of shape alone is insufficient 

to dist inguil>h between a road and a river and it is clear that other knowledge 

must be in·1okcd to make a distinction. At the lower end, spectral information 

and lmowldite w11uld easily do the job and at the higher en<l "matching" with 

elev at ion info n11;1 ':ion could do it, but with somewhat more calculation. 

Although very specific, a priori position.al knowlcdl?,c is easy t.o use and 

will. be inv:iluabli: in autOl.llatic image analysis. A priori. positional knowlcdge 

is already used in semiautomatic systems to establish the registration of image 

points to points in a stancJard coordinate system. With registration, base m.<ps 

become highly organized knowledge sources useful for the inti:rpretation of new 

i:nagery. 1he base map could be regarded as an organiZL'<i summary of the previous 

•1 nalysls of the same area. Regist?";1tio11 allmo1s previous interpretation, whether 

hul:lan or ;rnt<Jmath:, to g•1ide future interpretation. There are many specific 

techniques Lo consider; su~h as verifyln~ the presence of bridges over drainage 

or scanninK known parkin~ lots to cou~t vehicles. It i• vital to recognize the 

~t::ncral icp•Htance of the role of rl•gistrat ion in :ipplying existinl!' knowledge 

ston;<l in a geogr:iphic inf•Jr.::iation ~•ystem. Some gener;d capabilities are as 

f·illows. 

l) f<Jr assesi;mcnt of c!1angc! sign if ic:int features vf an image must be 

co~pared with significant features of a map. identical features 

should ()f course correspond positionally via regi:>tration. Signi

ficant features are chose detected after some structural combination 

of tonal elem1.,nts. 
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2) For calibration of the s~nsor it might be necessary to compare re~ions 

of the sensed data with known regions in the data base. As an example 

consider the case vhere a lake is known to exist in the area. After 

registration, tonal samples could be taken from the image in a region 

kno•Jll to be lake. The calibrated water signal could then be used to 

detect other water bodies in the image. 

1) For multidate feature extraction, registration is absolutely essential. 

By correlation of positions in images taken during different seasons, 

greater information should result as opposed to single date imagery. 

In this way, for e:xample, deciduous and coniferous forest might easily 

be distinguished, from each other and from other land classes. 
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~- Automatic recognition of featur~s 

Aerial imagery has been used as input to map compilation 

since before the advent of the airplane. It has been estimated 

that perhaps 801. of all map features can be extracted from 

photographs (Doyle, 1973). Cartographic features can thus be 

put in 3 categories--. 1) features that are not apparent in 

aerial imagery, 2) features that are apparent in aerial imagery 

but cannot be easily extracted automatically, and 3) features 

which can he easily extracted from aerial imagery. Existence 

of cate;0ry l precludes c0mple~e automation of complete maps. 

However, accommodation for category l by any semi-automatic 

system easily provides a way out for category 2 problems. The 

relative size of category 3 is not known. Experiments in 

automatic image interpretation are continuing to make progress. 

One of the greatest stumbling bl0cks to this progress is the 

lack of avail~ble data at the resolution necessary to classify 

features. For example, researchers (Li, 1976; 13ajcsy, 1976; 

VanderBr~g. 1976) have been struggling with the mapping of roads 

using the insufficiert ground resolution of ERTS imagery. 

CartoKraphic features which are certainly not availuble 

from aerial imagery include political boundaries, plfrce names, 

building functions (i.e. church, general's headquarters, etc.), 

past features (i.e. a forest removed 2 years ago), and su~surface 



feature~ (i.e. rock formations, mines, pipelines). If desired 

on a map these features must be gathered by other collection 

tecl1niques and positionally merged with features extracted from 

imagery. Cartographic features which are apparent in imagery 

and might be extracted automatically include elevation data, 

soil regions, vegetation regions, urban regions, water bodies, 

water networks, and read networks. Further breakdown of these 

classes is possible. For example, vegetation re~ions include 

forest, crop, scrub, and park. Further discussion of map 

feature.classification is reserved for the next section. 

If there is a l to l correspondence between ground resolution 

elements and map resolution elements, a thematic map can be 

pr0duced by simply printing the map element in a color (theme) 

coding the land class of the ground resolution element. For 

example, resolution elements inside a lake can map into blue 

squari!s on the map, elements inside a :orest can map into green 

squares, etc. The color code need not be natural--roads could 

be red for instance! The color code for the land element is 

chosen by classification logic acting on the spec~ral signature 

of the ground resolution element. While no human would be so 

foolish as to do this, an automatic device is likely to require 

and succeed at such a simple 1 to 1 coding of an image. The 



:nachine has decided aJ~anta~es over tl1e human in spectral arid 

:nultispectral cl:u.;sific~1ti.on in the allsence of spatial infor

mation. A map produced by a 1 to 1 coding of resolution 

elements will be called a thematic map. Thematic maps have 

been pr()duced for several years from ERTS imagery. They can 

be regarded not only as finished products but also as input to 

further map compilation. Although often quite rough when created 

as described above, thematic maps are quite useful for human 

consumption because the human interpreter can smooth aad adjust 

the resuits during his interpretation. Additional processing 

is necessary to convert thematic maps to symbolic maps meeting 

cartographic standard~. Further processing of thematic maps 

is cover•~d in sc~ct ion 6.4. 

When we speak of the automatic recognition of "cartogr:iphic features" we 

are refering to features sy:::ibolized on a map such as roads and streams. In 

•Hder to autooatically extract cartographic features from aerial i:nagery 

algorithms must ultilllately measure "ima"ge foatures" which may be 'luite difer

er.t from cartographic features. Traditionally, image features have been 

~easured for each pixel (x,y) during preprocessing. Wl~t image features are 

available ce.r t.i inly depends upon whether there is single sensor or MSS data. 

with MSS data there are several registered tonal samples for each pixel; often 

enough to yield image features meaningful for compilation of cartographic 

features: Besides tonal measurements on (x,y) there are measurements which 

relate to the texture or 2-D structure of a local neighborhood of (x,y). 



Together the tonal, structural, and textural measurements at (x,y) could 

be useJ to include (x,y) as a point in some cartographic featu1·e. Use of 

~S imagery for automatic cartographic compilation is treated in Section 6.). 

The .case of B&W imagery is taken up in 6.4. 
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~.l ClassPS of data 

Interesting cl~sses to be coded on a map were 

.iiscusscd ..ibuv"' and include soil, vegetation, water, etc. There 

are problems with land classification which do not become clear 

until automatic classification is considered. There is no 

worldwide standard for soil classification (McRae, 1976) and 

veRetation classification; therefore, general a priori 

cat~logues of map features are of dubious value and intent. 

~oreover, map makers have relied on tradition and subjective 

judgment in their mapping. Two points become critical when 

automatic mapping is considered. First of all, objective 

criteria must be used for land classification. Difficulty in 

matcl1ing obJ~ctivu crit~ria of a machine to subjective criteria 

of humans using its product is evident from the confusion 

matrices gotten in land 1.+<;e classification experiments. Secondly, 

if we are really interested in (fast, economical, effortless) 

automatic classification it may be necessary to choose the 

classes in order to opt1mi~e the machin1•'s performanc1~. This 

could mean usinK a po~teriori labels, i.e. clustering, and 

making the human consum~r adapt himself to the product, or 

using a priori labels, but only for a class hierarchy that is 

known to be separable.· S0me major classes are ~asily distin

guished, i.e. bodies of water in the infrared band, but fine 

subdivision can be difficult, such as distinguishing among 

IO different crops. 

Past research se~ms to indicate that successful thematic 
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mapping can be achieved with the 4 classes 0f urban, bare soil, 

water, and \'egetation (Gramenopoulos, 1973) and that up to 20 

different classes may be practical (Anderson, 1971). 

~ote that 20 different classes in a thematic map could yield 

many more, anu perhaps an acceptable number of, symbolic map 

classes. This is because several classes of the same road 

theme could be separated by size, rivers could be separated 

from lakes, forests from parks, etc. -In addition, spatial 

compositions of the primitive themes could yield unique map 

symbology, i.e. a pattern of buildings, roads, and trees could 

yield a region symbolizing a town. Table 6.1 gives a list of 

thematic classes for which we might have some hope of successful 

separation and table 6.3 givPs a. list 0f map s:·"'b·•l~ derivable 

from them. It must be emphasized that tables 6.1 and 6.2 

represent preliminary sugg_est ions and_ no_t_ Linal- conclus-ions-. 

·,.;ith :-tSS Jata pri::iitives themes are used to classify resolution sized 

pixels only. Only the signature of the pixel itself or the 

sign.ltl·~es of imr:ierUate neighbors wi 11 be used to make the 

classification decision. Spatial structure, shape, or texture 

th~refore cannot be used as features for classifying single 

pixels. There has been some probJ~m with this in the past, 

largely because ERTS resolution clements are about an acre in 

size and could easily contain several primitive land classifica

tion themes as given in table 6.1. Ground resolution and map 

symbology must be appropriately matched. For recognition of 

roads a gruund resolution of 10 m or better is necessary. At 
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tlus r'~St)lution '"lake'' or ''fortst" cannot bf:.' used as primitiv<! 

tht-mes. In order t0 recognize a forest a large ext~nt of tree 

primiti·:·~ .th,~mf~s into rf~14"1onal units•>!' information is a major 

function of map making. Curves of ..isphalt or concr~te pixels 

need to be collected in order to recognize and symbolize a 

road. When· the T.ap is pri11tcd or stored, for must ~ap ~::calPs, 

tr~~s lining th~ mid .strip of a divided highway will he 

supprPssed rather than symbolized. Similarly, a small p0 nd 

within a forest, (!\·en if several pixels in P.xtent, might be 

u,~,~:ul iii int•:-rp1·,:ti11~ arrays of Lhc111atically <:ia,;s1l1ed p1:<els 

for producin" map symbology. Table 6.3 contains map symbology 

themes (tab 11~ 6. l} using t lw :~now 1 i~dge soi1rces ( tab l •~ 6. 2) . 
'f:1blt..! 6.4 ~ivcs an t!Xample of prioitive themes and nap symbology that. might 
be useful in compilation of 1:100,COO maps of Maryland. 

R11:'.ds and drains :i.re gotten by 1-D al!,gregatic,n of appropri.1te 

priwi!.i·:·~ th1~m1~ pixf:ls. Lakes and forf~sts are gc>tt,~n by 2-D 

a~gregation of r•:L•tnns uf •inirr;rm themes. Other '.flap rngions 

must be gotten by ext~nsiort of dissimilar themes. For example 

an urban region is e~'.flposed of appropriately textur~d or 

distributt!d pixels r,f all primitivf' themes whih: a swamp is a 

re:gi•rn t.-:xtured appropriately with wat1:r and vc~~etation themes. 

lfig_h1~r lt!Vel procr!ssing of thematic information is treal<!d in 

section f>.J.3. 



Table 6.l Thfr::.at ic C!.J$Ses 

1. 'lfater 

2. Bare Rock or Soil 

1. ~a~-Fahricat~1 ~at~rial 

5. El~·:at ion 

1. 1 Cloud 
l. 2 Snow. or ice 
1. 3 Liquid 

2. 1 Sandstrme 
2.2 Salt 
2.3 Gran i ti:_, 

2.4 Limestone 
2.5 Loam 

3. l Tr<~e 

~j. i . l 
3. J. ~ 

Dush 

Df!t.:idu<JUS 
Conifer 

3.3 Groundcov~r 
3-. 3-. 1- GrJss-
3. 3. 2 Wheat 

4.1 Asphalt 
-1. 2 ~l!'!tal 

'l. 3 Cone re ti.: 
4. 11 Wood 



Table 6.~ 

l .. Spatial 

1.1 neighborhood 
1.2 statistical co-occurrencr• 
l. 3 texture 

2. ·Structural 

2.1 connectivity 
2. 2 sha.pe 
2.3 continuity 

3. Sem:int ic 

3.1 drainage matches el~vations 
3 ·> stn~et.s t0:.'nd to IH! p1~rp•.·ndicular 

4. Cli:r.:tt!C 

4.1 time of year 
~.2 precipitation 
·t. 3. Lemp_e-r:u.uxe 

5. P0sitional 

!:1. 1 
~ ') o._ 

prt>vious maps 
specific regional inforr.iation 
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Table 6 .3 ).lap Symb1l J ogy 

Aggregations of Primitive ThPmes 

Water 
Cloud 
Snow or ice 
Drainage 
Storage body 
Intermittent drainage 

Forest 
Cropland 

Elevation 

Roads & RRs 

Building 

(Tl. 1) 
(Tl.2•&(K4,S5)H 
(Tl.3)&(K2,K3,K4,K5) 
(Tl.3}~(K2,K3,K4,K5) 
(Tl.3)&(K2,K3,K4,K5) 

(T3.l)~(K2,K3,K3) 
(T3.3)&(K2,K3,K5) 

(T5)&(K2) 

(T1.l,T4.3,T2)&(K2,K3,K5) 

(T1)&(Kl,K2,K3,K5) 

Compositions of Primitive Themes 

Urban 
Ht·sidential 
Industrial 

Swamp 

Savannah 

Alpine 

Beach 

( Tl-5 )&(Kl-5) 

. CT1.3,T3)&(Kl,K3,K5) 

,T~.2.T2)&(~1.K3,K5) 

(T3)&(Kl,K3.K5) 

(T3,T5)&(K4,K5) 

(Tl, T2 )&( K3, l\5.) 

• T refers to "primitive theme" as in table 6.1 

•• K refers to "knowledge source'' as in table 6 .2 
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~. - ,\v:1ilabl<-' sensors 

Any nm1ttance or r(~f1Pctanc0 from th•~ earth that is 

transmitted faithfully through the atr.:ospher0 can be used for 

remote sensing of the earth's properties. Electroma~netic 

radiation with wavelength rangP of 0.3 microns (:i) to 3 cm is 

practical. This includes near ultraviolet, visible light, 

infrared, radar and microwave. Generally resolving power 

decreases with increasing wavelength but effectiveness in fog 

or cloud 1~ov••1· inereases. Ther•:! is no b•~st sensor tor all 

recognition tasks and all r(~solutions. ERTS-1 sampled four 

hands •)f the sp1:ctrum from Q.5~ to l. l;i with a t~oarse :.;round 

rPsolution of about 70 m. ( St•P E.$'b:s. 197·1.) ERTS-2 has 2 

add•~d bands, on1~ on ·~ach end •) f the set of hand:-; sarnp I ed by 

ERTS-1. Sc:a11n1~r::; and j:.hoto~raphic <'qt1ipm1•nr. coJ lP1~t in~{ sunlight 

reflected from the earth or thermal radiation comitted are called 

passiv1~ sPnsors . .\etivA s1~n~;ors inc!ude radar and las1~rs. Lowu 

altitud1• active ni~ht photo.;!"aphy can also be don<>. Uncla:;si-

fi~d radar syst~ms have a grnund resolution capability of 11) m 

(S•-"' rstcu·. 1<)7,1.), well within the range n•!t.•tkd for US•~ful 

cartography. Hesoluti1)n for tl11! visihlt~ banus of tltt! SJlf!Ctrum 

range frnrn 1 m to 1000 m dep•~ndin~ 0!1 altituue and purpose of 

collection. 

Tabli! 6.5 s11mmarL!:es the capabilities 0f somt.• sensors for 

use in classification of land features. In some cases only one 

band is n•!cessary for good dPt.-ction. Water, for instanc1~. is 

readily detected in the infrared band. Radar or visible color 
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information can au~m~nt the infrared information if ncHd~d. 

Different kinds of information are gotten about vegetation 

from th~~ dift'erent ba1ids ( E~te.s. 1974). Variations in pi~meu

tation is gotten from the visible, structural differences in 

spongy mesophyll are seen in the nea.r infrared, and moisture 

stress is picked up in the far infrared. More progress in 

sensor technology is expected and research in classification 

is continuing. Progress is needed in order to transfer classi

fication successes over temporal and locational changes of 

data collecti0n. 



Tal>lP 6.·I 

Ex~mpl~ fur I :100,000 Map Compilation 

in ~aryland Region CRg = 5m) 

Primitive Themes 

1. Cloud 

2. Snow or Ice 

:l. Liquid Water 

·l. Sand 

5. Ottwr Exp•>s1:d Earth 

7. Brush, Crop, Grc)undcover 

8. Asphalt 

9. Concrete 

~.tap Svmbo I ogy 

1. Perennial drainage 

2. Wa t•~r bod i.•!S 

3. Forest 

4. Swamp 

5. 13each 

6. Elevation ~ontnurs 

7. nc,:.ids 

9. U rlJan, sma l l 

1 0 . U_i:b1w_ 

11. Crban, extensivn 



.... 

Table 6.5 

. Sensors for Detecti0n of Primitive Themes 

Primitive Theme 

Water 

Bare rock or soil 

V1::>getation 

Man-fabricated material 

Elevation 

Sensor 

infrared .• radar 

visible color (Ri.b, 1973) 
ni~ht infrared 
spectral ratios (Vinc(~nt, 1973) 

visible color 
infrared (Estes. 1974) 

visible color 
infrared 
radar 

visible stereo pairs 
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6. 3 Recognitiun of c.'.lrto~raphic features using ~!SS data 

The chief advantage <lf !'!SS data over single sensor data is that a large 

acount of information is available in tonal image features at each point 

(x,y) and thus ground element classifications can be cade in a logically 

and computationally simple manner. Class-slices, or overlays, gotten by 

luw level pixel classification was discussed in Section 4.2. The result 

is that binary images (x,y,b,(x~y)) can easily be created for any primitive 
. . l 

cartographic feature ci. The set of all such class slices thus cre,ted 

would define a crude thecatic map. 

There :ire at least 4 steps oi refinement necessary in creating an acceptabli!· 

cartographic product froc a set of primitive class slices. First, very general 

"smoothing" operations, such as hole-filling and noise suppression should be 

perforrnt!d on all class-slices independently. Secondly, feature specific pro-

cessing algorlth~s should be applied to individual class slices. This could 

includ.:? comparison of the data '.lith lineal .1rchive dat.1. Third, combinations 

of class slices ,;hould be <:unsidercd simultane<,HJsly for creation ot c.:or.i;>osite 

features from primitive ones and for adjustment of on~. feature due to the 

presence of another. Fourth, class slice data should undergo a representation 

transformation from array fotm to lineal form. This step might at first app1rnr 

to be unnecessary if raster uutp11t is to be done. Howen•·:, symbolization is 

inherent in the conversion from array to lineal repr~sentation. Lines must 



be tl1inned to centerlines and region boundaries must be tracked. As part of 

the symbolizati 'n prol!css. lines on the map will lw uniform in ".lidth and 

will be wider than life on small scale :naps. These four steps in processing 

MSS data for cartographic feature extraction are c.liscussed 111 more detail in 

the following sections. An overall view of the processing is given in Figure 6.1. 



~!SS 

data 

classification 

thematic 
map in 

acquisition 
coordinates 

~eneral class 
\ 

slice pruccssin~ 

P.nhanced 
thematic 

maJ) 

r•.!>!; i st rat i•>11 
a11d 

classit'ication 

t iema tic 
map in 

standard 
( UT~.1) 

ref.~ 1·encc 
system 

SJH:cific f·<1atur1: prncessin~ 

I I 
and data transformation 

\} 
symbolic 

map 

st<>rt~t.l 

r1~ ferencc! 
syrnbo l ic 

map· 

Figure 6.1 Possible steps for production of topographic maps 
from ~!SS data. 



.,.Ll Enhancing tho.:n.:itic ra;1ps 

~aps for human consumption require resolution which 

~aries according to the features symb1>lized. For example, n 

forest feature need not be displayed with the same accuracy 

necessary for a road or building. However, a practical ~SS 

scanning system will produce resolution elements oL the same 

size for all features. In order to correct errors and suppress 

detail thematic maps need enhancements. 

For logical simplicity it is assumed at thii point that a 

separate (binary) imag~ js available for eacL primitive theme 

~lassjfjed. This will ~e called a class slice. By allowing 

scv0ral ~lass slicus ~~ alluw a Kivcn map resolution el~ment 

to be associated with multiple themes. This not only simplifi~s 

processing but also aids in docision making and in fact corres

portds to overlay formation in current automatic cartographic 

U!chniques. 

Fi;;urfo 9.2 shows how ~aps anl~ Iv.Jes can be filled by a 

single simple process actin~ on each individual overlay. The 

particular example shows how continuous road features and solid 

vegetation regions can be assembled using a grow~ng operation 

followed by a shrinking operation. Because the scanner partitions 

its window into ground resolution elements and because the 

classification logic is unlikely to identify two themes for 

the same pixel, road pixels will form holes in forest regions 

and forest canopy 1>1'.xels 'will cause gaps in "road themes: By 
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;.;rowing the road •!lass slice, s•:gmt:nts uf the road will fuse 

OVf~r tlw.gap~ and by growing th1: vegetatic;n rc:gion tlH! holes 

caused.by the road will lie filled. Shrinkal-{<: of tlw sam1~ amount 

would theri rt:turn the vegetation area to its original form 

without the holes and wouid produce a continuous road of the 

sane width as before but without gaps. The amount of hole and 

gap filling performed is control1Yd by a growth shrinkage 

pararnet~r. Results ire not likely to be perfect but should 

definitely enhance the original class slices. 

Suppression of isolaU•d detai 1 can be done by first 

snrinlong and then grow,ing as :~hown in figure 6.3. Isolated 

r•!~ions of a 1:lass sl ic•! wldch ar~ smaller than tlw :.;hrinkaL~P 

pararr:•!ter wi 11 disappear and thus not b•:' restored by the 

subs•!quent growin;-~ operation. On the other hand, region~.; ot" 

a class sf ice or dfamet1~r larg··~r than th1., shrinkag•• parameter 

wi 11 b•: r1·st0re<i to a "smoothed" version of the original. Note 

that tlw narrow iril••t I in figur1~ 6.3 will shrink away and not 

-.va ter I.lo<! i•~s and f.;rests, wi 11 bi! enhanced hy such processing. 

but class slices 0! lineal features such as road networks should 

not t<! processed in this way. 

,\s a by-product of growing fol lowed by shrinking, areas 

"w:ppered" with pixel~; of one class will fuse if the :i..idividual 

pixels are within a certain distance of each other. U~cause 

of this, swamp areas which are textured with water and 
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figure 6.4 Overlapping regions caused by growing and shrinking 
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ve;etation ~le:::ents will be indicated hy an area of overlap in 

the \"egetation and water o\·erlays. Tl1e swamp is termed a 

co::mosi te the:::e and can be detected as shown in 

fihure 6 .4 by i:i.tersectin~ the enhanced water and \·eget~tion 

class slic·!S. Other composites are possible: for example. a 

residential area could be defined by the intersection of 

asphalt and vegetation class sllces. 

6.3.2 Extraction af hydrologic ~eacures 

Larbe water bodies can be bot ten by shrinking and 

growing from the water class slice. The shrinking must be 

enough to suppress all small drainage features. A drainage 

class slice can then be created by logically subtractin~ the 

water body class slice from the water class slice. The draina~e 

class slice could be partitioned into slic~s for large and 

s~all features by the same technique if required. 

For compact._ storat;e_ ox display- br randor-t point ploti:-in-g-; 

the bo~ndaries of connected regions of the wa~er body class 

slice could be tracked and chain-encoded (Freeman, l9ol). 

Line-tracking algorithms could form a chain-encoded d~ainage 

network from the drainage class slice, possibly after a thinning 

algorithm is first appiied to the binary image. The tracking 

al;;orithm could use heuristics to fill network gaps or could 

consult a map data base when making ex~ensions of lines beyond 

the ~SS evidence r~cnrded in the class slice. For instance, a 

str~am that is lost in foliage might be tr3~ked by registering 

with a symbolic ~ap created from winter imagery or by globally 

considering the drainage class slice and elevation matrix. 
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~.3.3 Rc~ds and urban areas 

Roads and urban areas can he handled in ~he sa~e 

manner as drainage and water bodies. If the i~a~ery is of 

hi~h enough quality, separation according to road size may be 

possible (Radasevic, 1976). After or during tracking, the 

road network would need to be cleaned up by assuming continuity 

of single roads, intersections of nearby roads, and a~reement 

with past mapping. Urban areas can be encoded by trackin~ the 

boundary of the urban class slice. 

1,, }.:. First level symbolic map 

Sy tracking line networks and r~~ion boundaries 

the the~atic map information becomes more hi~hly structured-

individual pixels, prr~\'iously pror.1!ssed locally in para! l••l. 

are nc.w highly related. The regions and networks thus formed 

are the basis for symbolic m·ap product ion. ~\'i thout further 

cleanup these features r,ourd be protted to yield a first le\·el 

symbolic map. Further map rr~vision is discussed in sections IJ.) 

and 6. IJ below. 
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6.~ Recosnition of cartog=aphic features using black and white i::u~ery 

Even with an array of tonal samples for each pixel it will be so~e t!~e 

before processing steps as discussed in Section 6.J could be :::ade viable. In 

this section the possibility of doing automatic analysis with even less input 

data is examined. Cartographers and photo interpreters have been working with 

black and white aerial photography for decades. Such icagery is readily avail

able and shows fine detail. However, in order to interpret B&W i::iagery, image 

·features of a global scale ~ust be used at primitive stages of decision-making. 

Humans readily use the Gestalt, or global character of a scene to :nake unambi

guous local interpretations. Reproducing such a capability in a :a~hine will 

not be easy. 

As an .?Xample of the difficulty for automatic analysis of B&W imagery, 

consider the case of interpreting a dark area in an image taken near the 

Washington monument. The tone of pixels could indicate either w.>ter or asi.:.alt 

leading to possible interpretations of either pond or parking lot for the entire 

dark ar:a. Since both of t~ese features c~uld also have similar textures, it 

is i~possible to differentiate locally from image pixel features. Even the shape 

of the feature is insuffi~ient for discrimination; i.e. the reflecting pool is 

rectangular as a parking lot would appea~ to be. In many cases the context of 

nei3hboring features would be useful, but in this case the many concrete paths 

lt!ading to the reflecting pool would support the parking lot interpretation ::iore 

than the pond interpretation. 
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Although not all cases are as subtle as the case described above, there 

are :nany severe pr~biei:is in using Bbw icagery in autoi::atic analysis. Qistin

guishing bet~een roads and streams presents Jnother difficult situation: tone, 

size, shape, and t.opological features :nay all be similar. The large a:nount of 

real-world ~.,owledge possess~d by trained photo interpreters allow them to 

rapidly arrive at global:y correct interpretations even in areas for ~hich they 

have no reference map. !here ::.ppear to be two viable approaches to the autooati°c 

interpretation of BbW i::i.agery. The first approach would use general contextual 

and relational knowledge to arrive at a unique consistent labeling of a scene 

given an ambiguous ~ oi possible labels tor each scene region or line feature. 

This approach is studied in Section 6.4.l~ A far different approach to the 

problem is c0 do all analysis with respect to a base cap of fe~tures in the area 

bein~ i.:!age. ~p-airected i:nage anaJyqi.5 fq trP.ate<t 2n F,,t.,2. 
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6.~.l Arriving at global interpretation by propagation of local ~onstraints 

In this section the technique of relaxation or relaxation labelin~ is 

considered for use in inter?reting the content of i.::lagery. Currently a rage 

in image processing, relaxation was recently invented by Waltz [1975] and 

further developed by :nany others. The treatment rendered here owes ~uch to 

Tenenbaw:i and Barrow (~976] who have applied relaxation labelling to image 

analysis problems with goals similar to those of this study. 

Relaxation is basically a bottom-up process which filters through multiple 

possibilities allowed by the extraction of local infor.nation. Possibilities 

are thro ... -n ou:: rather thati brought up as the propagation process drives toward· 

a global interpret~cton co~p0sed ~f lcc~lly cc~sictc~: p~rts. To st~r: :~1~ 

procedure it is assw:ied that preprocessing has been used to extract lineal and 

region type objects from an image. The objective of the procedure is to discover 

the correct feature or l~bel to assign to each object in the segmented i::iage. For 

instance, each lineal object should be identified as l stream, road, or railroad 

~hile each region should be identified as urban, open water, forest, etc. R~dl 

world knowledge will be applied to identification of single objects by using feat

ures such as size and shape and to identification of sets of objects by considering 

spatial and t~pological relationships. Encoding real world constraints for use by 

a uniform procedure is one of the chief problems and is considered below. Getting 

the good segmentation of an ic.age that we have assumed available is also a difficult 

problem and will not be further discussed here. (Zucker [197 and others have ~sed 

relaxation at a lower level to ex~ract the objects themselves.; 
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A simple exa:::ple of i::ia.ge inter?retation is developed i~ Figure 6.5 a-f. 

Possible labels (cartographic features) for region and lineal objects are 

specified to the process. These labels will be multiply assigned to each 

image object according to primitive measurements ::iade during ext~action of 

the objects. For instance a long thin curve may be labeled {R,RR,S} meaning 

that from information gathered so far this object ::iay be either a road, rail-

road, or stream. If it is later found that this object connects to an object 

known to be a body of open water th~n the ·labels {R,RR} are discarded and the 

long, thin, curve is known to be a stream {S}. This interpretation might then 

be further propagated to refine the interpretation on other nearby or connecting 

objects. Six sa::iple cartographic features are given in Figure 6.Sa and four 

saople topological relationships that might exist betveen such features are 

defi~e~ i~ Fi~ur~ ~.Sh. Figure 6.Sc gives ~aorle rP.al-world constraints on the 

cartographic features. For example, streams can connect to other streams, 

:;s:S:~c(s 1 ,s 2 ), but streams cannot penetrate other streams,~S1,Sz ~ p<s 1,S 2). 

Similarly the encoded constraints also state that roacls do not connect ro open 

water and that urban regions do not appear inside of other urban regions. 

Figure 6.Sd shows a sample image segmented into 4 lineal objects and 

4 regions. The relationships known from the extraction process are given in 

Figure 6.Se. All that is known about. the objects are the observed relationshi?s 

and measurements, and that they must as a set satisfy the a priori constraints 

given in Figure 6.Sc. We suppose that in this case enough infor::ation exists 

to know that region Rl is water W. The initial state of labels on the eight 

image oLjects is given in Column 2 of Figure 6.Sf. Seven of the eight objects 
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present caximum ambiguity. During relaxation; the facts of 6.5e are passed 

against the constraints of 6.Sc to refine the sets of possible labels. For 

example, since water cannot be penetrated, i.e. ~x~r(x.~). and R3 and R4 

are penetrated by Ll, then R3 and R4 cannot be water. Since L3 cannot be a 

road R or railroad RR t must be a stream S. Further propagation results 

in the fir.~l colucn of Figure 6.Sf. A few ambiguities persist and cannot be 

removed without core knowledge. The paper by Tenenba~~ [1976] should be con

sulted for more details. 

j;'nile procedures such as that described above are promising and are the 

subject of much current research, there are difficult probl~ms to be faced 

before practical solution~ can result. The fora.:ost proble~ is that tl.e 

relational constraints are passive knowledge which serve to destroy but not 

create. Active knowledge is probably ~ecessary to achieve a satisfactory seg

mentation on which to operate. Beyond this, there is the problem of encoding 

knowledge as relational constraints to be somewhat fuz:y. Roads often do 

terminate at strea!:lS or open water so these features might. well appear to ~~ 

connected in irnaget"'J. Incorrect decisions at beginning levels of propagation 

could produce meaningless interpretations. 
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6.4.2 !'lap-directed analysis of B&W imagery 

There are t~o severe problems encountered in the analysis of B&W imagery. 

The first problem - - needing global consistency in order to make local inter-

pretations ~as discussed in the introduction to this section. The second 

problem is the difficulty of extracting meaningful curves and regions from the 

imagery to use as cartographic featur£s. Noise and lack of contrast usually 

thwart bottom-up feature extraction procedures and fragmented and disconnected 

features typically result. Top-down analysis done under the direction of an 

existing base map could provide a solution to both problems. 

Knowlcdze stored in a h:i._._, map is not only highl:1 specific '::o the :;c.o-:c:::7 

and content of the area being imaged but it is also easv to use in computer 

programs because the knowledge is locational in nature and easily registered 

to ~:iage positions. It ..-ould t~us be easy to locate image ;iixels which ar·e in 

the niddle of a sptcific lake or road. Focused searches could be done for any 

lineals in the map .1rchive which shL·ul·: b.· observed in the image. In this m·nner, 

intcrpr2tations could be established for a large number of feature fragments of 

the image. Then feature specific routines could be ~sed to operate on uninter

preted dat.:. using the interpreted fragments as a guide.. Roads and streams :nust 

be tracked to form connected r.etworks, for instance. Parking lots could be·~canned 

to count cars, known crop lands could be checked for plowing, etc. i.n this ::i.anner, 

all i:nage f~atures ~ould be interpreted against cartographic features recorded in 

the data base. 



The syste~ descriped above would basicaliy be a change detection systea. 

Changes in the shape or location of critical features should alert reporting 

processes of the system. Critical regions of the imagery should be scanned 

for the. appearance of features not mapped. These new features may be recent 

changes on the earth or may result from an icage scale that is larger than 

the map scale. ~ch experimentation is necessary to test the concepts dis

cussed. Future ite:is for research are given in Section 9. 



6.5 Feature specific ~a~ adjustment 

~any adjustments to the map d~ta may be necessary 

before printing the map. Some of these will depend on the 

technique for producing the map and should not alter stored 

data; other techniques will alter the stored data. For example, 

in the case of a road penetrating a vegetation window it may 

be necessary to subtract the road symbolization from the wicdow 

so that two colors of the map will not overprint. It may not 

be necessary to keep the two parts of vegetation in computer 

store, however .. In general any lineal feature (road, drain. 

etc.) must be checked for overlap ~ith any areal feature 

(forest, lake, etc.). Similarly any two areil fefttures and any 

two liaeal features need to be checked for overlap. Two over

lapping areal features, i.e. urban and lake, cay imply the need 

for cleanup, or at the lower level may require the creation of 

a composite class s!fce [as ttiP case where la~ge Water and 

vegecation overlap indicates swamp area). Cartographic standards 

requir~ that contour lines show cut and fill at road intersPct~ons 

and show the gradient of drainage. Contour lines are themselves 

symbolic and are not apparent in imagery, nor are the a~just

ments mentioned above. The symboliz~tion of the road/contour 

and drain/contour intersectio~s can possibly be done when 

tracking in the elevation matrix. It should be noted in passing 

that contour featur~s usually ~ominate in the storage anj 

plotting con~iderations of automated map ~ak·~~ and that 

adequate cartographic products c0uld be pro1uced more econumically 



~Y bypassin~ contour adjustment. Finally we must consider the 

printin~ of !)lace names, road nu:nbers. point symb0ls, etc .. ·-:in 

the map and the possible suppression of other information. On 

a typical topngraphic map most of these symbo!s will be printed 

0n top of ~ther featares with little clutter. Road numbers, 

however, are not often superimposed on the road feature but are 

··cut out" of it. Once again it shoulJ be noted th<..t faster, 

~ore econo~ical map production is possible by ignorin~ rhe 

adjustments of name and point symbol placement. 

~.6 Addition of information not apparent in imagery 

rit'rial inwgery cannot supply all in.formation to be 

~apped. Political boundaries, pipe lines, air rou~es, etc., 

may not be visible in imagery and may have to be entered b~ 

other means. Such data can be entered ~s polygonal or freeman 

encoded information by a human operator tra~ing a~er the 

feature 0r ~1ving successive points along it. Point data from 

any source can be entereci into the system by an operator workin~ 

in eith~r the o"tput map coordin::..tes r.;r in !:'ome standard 

coordinate system. Coordinates can be ~re-assigned, for eAam~le 

by field survey te~liniques, or can be genF::rated automatically 

by ~omputer when an operator interacts with a di5play of :h~ 

1.rea. 



~ames of places and features must be added to a map as 

indicated abo\'e. Each feature identified in the map archive 

t~an be assignc·d a symbolic· name, i.e. "Dismal swamp", "Duffalo 

crossroads", "'Greenwood district", etc. Once assigned to 

features of a.symbolic map, names can be transplanted to new 

imagery by correlatin~ features of the new imagery with the 

archived features. Certain features can be tagged as prominent 

features in the archive and these can be used to establish a 

coordinate transformation betwe~n a new image and an archived 

map <Van Wie, 1977, and Barrow, 1977). Once a coordinate 

transformation has been established then all other less 

prominent points can be directly mapped from the archived map 

to the image. Identification of points in this manner leaves 

the proble:n or printing names on the map so that they do not 

overlap one another. 
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7. ACES process control 

Available knowledge for cartographic feature extraction is discussed 

in Section 5 while the extraction of the features themselves is covered in 

Section 6. In this section details of the process controlling feature ex

traction and knowledge application are examined. The purpose here is to con

sider a p~rticular exaJ:Jple rather than to study several possible alternatives. 

A general assessment of some alternative mechanisms in knowledge engineering 

is given in (Barnett 1977). · Since the iaage interpretation tasks at hand are 

varied and complex, it is likely that no single mechanism offered by A;l. 1o1ill 

suffice but rather a combination of several will be necessary. 

Figure 7.1 presents knawledg~-based image interpretation as a simplified 

sequence of 5 steps. At each of the 5 steps knowledge of some form is applied 

in refining the analysis. If two knowledge sources do not interact in any 

decision step, then it is possible to implement the knowledge sources in dif

ferent canners. The results of ana.lysis mu.H be given in the same image descrip"

tion terms so that there is proper com::iunication bet~een processing steps. The 

general operations shown in Figure 7.1 should behave as specified in Table 5.1. 

The control of the individual processing steps themselves c~n be very complex 

depending upon the type of knowledge engineering done. Description of this com

plexity is avoided at this point in the research. 
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7.1 Preprocessing/general low-level feature extraction 

The first processing step is to extract curved edges which represent 

fragments of lineal features or region boundaries. The goal of this step is 

to provide enough evidence for registering the image to the vast resource of 

positional knowledge stored in the GOB. Only very gene:ral spatial/connectivity 

knowledge is used in this processing ste;>. making it very fast. The curve 

fragments are examined for distinguishing properties such as having a segment 

of very high curvature or 0 (straight) curvature. The curve fragments are des

cribed as a string of points together with th~ir special properties and are 

adjoined to the raw image data. 

7.2 Registration of ima~e data to the GDB 

In order to make maximum use of GOB knowledge, registration is attempted 

as early as possible in the ACES process. This is done b)' "correlat~' the 

curve fragments extracted in step l with distinguishing curve segments of the 

GDB. This can be done by trying all pairWise matches between image curve seg

ments and GDB curve segments until a maximum number of matches can be explained 

by the same registration transformation. An implementation of this matching via 

clustering has been shown to be feasible (Stockman 1978). Curve segments which 

are not matched under the registration procedure must be processed later in 

subsequent interpretation steps. 
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7.3 Curve segment labeling and object verification 

Any curve segment that :natches a curve segment of the GDB is subject to 

immediate interpretation and labeling. Because of its known position through 

registration, the curve seg::ient is known to be a portion of a stream feature, 

road feature, land-water boundary, etc. Other attributes of the feature become 

known through association; for instance, the name of a road, its width and 

material composition. Objects which were completely extracted during step 1 

are now completely interpreted, while incomplete objects must be further pro

cessed in future steps. 

7 .4 Extension of network features ' 

:ietworks such as roads and stream networks can be extracted under Gi)B 

guidance by starting with appropriate curve segments from the image and extending 

the curves- through image poin{;s- 1.'ith fa-int"r- image- f-eatures. An algorithm is 

needed which will test the conformity bet'Ween map?ed features and observed pixel 

properties and will implement topologic:Jl, zeometric.11, and feature specific: : nc. -

ledge. Mapped features drawing no support from image data should alert a human 

interpreter for change analysis and possible revision of the GOB. 
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7. 5 Fina! change detection 

After step 4 most of ·the edge and curve activity of the new imagery will 

have been interpreted relative to the GnB. Further clean-up and search is 

required. First of all there will be curve se:;r.:ients which are present in the 

i::iage but not the map. These may be due to noise or artifact or may indicate 

significant objects •Jhich are nt:"J or which were not mapped due to the scale 

or purµose of the r;J.)3. Deletions of noise or artifact, or completion and inter

pretation of real objects will require all knowledge sources available in the 

preceding steps 1,3 and 4. In particular, an interactive human user may be 

called into the decision-=kiog. There may be features which are mapped whic.:h 

have no corresponding cur•1e data in the image. For these cases, a top-down 

verification procedure shotild be called to gather detailed evidence about the 

object's presence. failure to detect the mapped object· should either alert the 

human consultant or result in special symbolization on a preliminary cartographic 

product. Finally, certain focused searches should be performed in order to 

check for new objects which were not previously mapped and which yielded no edge 

activity in the preprocessed ima~e. For example, drainage nec·..-orks could be 

scanned for new bridges, road netvorks could be scanned for new connections or 

for vehicle activity. 
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:L Outstanding probll!!!!S for ACES 

Even a modest ACES syst~~ will be a complex system built on the most 

recent acco~plishments in computer science, cartography, and electronics. 

~~ny installations are currently implementing, or have implt.!lllented, systems 

which are designed to register Landsat imagery to maps for interactive map 

update. Problems whose current solutions are regardl!d as good enough to support 

such systems are as follows. 

Radiometric correction 

Geometric correction 

Registration 

Reg ridding 

Curr~nt syster.1s sti 11 !'"Ct'j11irc the human fer feature e.-:traction and making map 

revision decisions. Problt!llls r•~main for the automatic e:~traction of features 

and the management and ;JSe of real-:world knowledge necessary in that process. 

Cer ta:Ln aS-µ~ctS- oL tJv_:se- prohle!:!S- a~c d-i~cusscd .be lo~. 

8.'i Extraction of primitive image features 

In the opinion of the author, no research has dt!lllonstrated that satisfactory 

101.1-level primitive extraction can be accomplished aut01:1atically on a v.1ril!d :set 

of imagery. ';./hat 1s needed is a reliable procedure for segmenting imagery into 

primitive regions or boundaries. It appears unlikely that accurate and detailed 

segmentations can be gotten without the direction of knowledge at a very high 
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level. Accepting this conclusion, one must then hope that dnough accurate 

detail c.::in be extracted automatically so that sufficient context is availa!Jle 

to eif iciently evoke the correct knowledge to interpret the remaining weak 

detail. This implies a combined data-directed and knowledge-directed procedure 

for pri:Ditive extraction. Control of suet> a procedure is a problem of much curnmt 

interest in A. I. 

8.2 Encoding and using knowledge 

Several sections of this report have discussed the use and encoding of 

knowledge. Many obvious examples have been given whe:te a priori knowledge was 

necessary and sufficient to interpret imagery. Certain of these appl'.cations of 

k.nowh.Jge were .::•Jch cJsy tu prograr;i for automatic decisiun making. However, 

there is yc•t no knowledge encoding Jnd manipulaticn paradigm that can implement 

a rich set of geographic information. Perhaps the most useful device currently 

available is. t.o. use a p.rio.ri pos-it:-iona-1 (-i.coni-d- k-nowledge- st-or-etl itr a- geographi.t 

data base. This device has not received development in proportion co its potential, 

. p.artly because of the difficult access to GDB's in the A.I. community and partly 

because of the research community's infatuation with higher level knowl•~dge sourc1.;s. 

8.3 Detection and treatment of ambiguous $ituations 

The research community has not yet le.uncd to handle amb igiJous situations 

\iith automatic programs. This is a fundamen:al issue. The problem may also be 
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viewed as the problem of switching to higher levels of knowledge application 

to :-Jake dee is ions. lleterarchkal approaches, which change levels whenever the 

context arises, have been triE:'d with astonishing success in small domains [Winograd 

19711, but the approach seems ~o be unma~1geable in rich domains. Hierarchical 

relaxation is being tried (Hayes 1977]. The idea is ~o preserve all possible 

ambi~uous interpretations at analysi~ level i and pass them onto higher levels i+j 

for refinement. The ~ethod will apparently suffer fro~ an explosion of possibil~.ties 

which level i is too uninformed to d.ismf<>s;but, results are not yet in. 

Concrete examples should be considered before continuing. In region growing, 

the decision must be made to =er~e or not merge a given set of pixels with a neigh-

boring set. The two sets of pf-.els have different properties but they are a.ore 

sioilar in properties than anv othi>r pnf r of c;(>t'>. B~ swi t-::hin3 to .:i highc:- 1c·1cl 

where it might be known to which object(s) the two sets of pixels belong, the 

merging decision is easily mad~ - - merge only if both sets are from the same object. 

Under a r~1ax-at i:crrr air17r-o-acir :?Ter-;ri:n15 cuul.d- mn- sa feiy tie done oecause it will be 

irrevocable at a higher l~vel, and possibly be incorrect. A lineal feature con-

necting to and disappearing in 3 region feat~rL ~ight be a road diHappearing in 

a forest canopy, a road terminating at an open water boundary, a stream dumping 

into open water, or a stream disappearing under a forest canopy. Resolution of 

the si~uation can be handled ac a level higher than the lineal tracker, e~pecially 

by relaxation labeling as done in S•!ction 6.4 .1, but the information might be 

critical for continued perfor.iiance of the tracker. Should the tracking continue 

into the region to which the Hncal has connected? 

\ 
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3.4 Control of ACES intt.!raction with a human interpreter 

Although ACES would ideally be totally automatic, this goal does not seem 

warranted for the near future and hUJ:1an guidance must be used when appropriate. 

But how should the interaction be controlled? The human is r.either desireous 

nor capable of colll!l1unicating with computer algorithms in terms of computer 

problem representations; i.e. data structures, state descriptions, prenex mormal 

forms, probabilities, etc. Humans are masters of the linguistic and visual domains • 

. Fortunately the task is in the visual domain and good hardware devices are avail

ablt.! for graphics. The l:'..nguistic dooain, unfortunately, is not as well understood c.s 

many researchers would have us believe - - -''!gain because of. the problem of a priori 

knowledge. Humans can efficiently supply global chunks u( knuwlt.!dgt.! tu tht.! l.!<.:lll

puter process, but not lu..:.al chunks. Joining tht.! man and machine is likely to 

require a solution to the context switching problem discussed in Section 8.3. 

In comparing raw imagt.! data to archived base maps a comparison is made 

between instructured real data and highly structured sy·mbolic data. The equiv

alence class of raw images having the same symbolic map is very large due to 

nuances such as lighting differences, season change, or sensor change, or due 

to the objectives of interpretati~n. Do we map a puddle on the village grel.!n, 

or a ship p.1ssing through a canal? Ultimately, change detection .must evaluate 

significance and hence must l;e implemented using high levels of knowledge. ' ' 



8.6 Multidate functioning 

Use has been made of multidate 1...mdsat imagery for land chtssification, 

especially·for vegetation classification [ Kalensky 1974 j. We should 

assume that registration procedures are currently good enough to produce useful 

~ultidate imagery although there ~ill be confused areas near region boundaries. 

Road tracking may be done betttr in winter imagery while vegetation regions 

might better be gotten from summer l.magery. Crop classification requires imagery 

from several dates. Management of mule idate image data and use of it, together 

with cempor.:>l a priori :<:nowledge, in ci:ipping decisions presents another proble!ll 

for ACES control and kno~ledge base. 



j. Items f<Jr future :.-<nk/r<:search 

The preceding sections of this report have roughed out paradigm5 

for automation of image a nai.ys is in the production of cartographic products. 

The principle conclusio~ rea~hed fro~ the assessment of pattern recognition 

and artificial intelligence techniques is that useful automation will not be 

obtained unless large acounts of a priori real world knowledge is available 

to 1mage analysis rrocedurr::s. It is also e•1ident that only a small fraction 

of knowledge available to a hUlllan interpret~r may be available to an autr,~atic 

;>roces.s, largely because of limitations in encoding knowledge, in combining 

knowledge (in supporting or contradictory ::i.anners), or in accessing the know

l~dge or the data on which it is to operate. Knowledge engineering in A.I. 

has progr1::ssed only to the ;>0int oi establish;;.ng expert systems in very 

licited domains. Exacples of such s1stCl!ls are MYCI:-l {! hortliffe 1976], 

PROSPECTOR [ Duda 1977 ) , and HEAP..SAY [Reddy et al 1973). 

Automatic i:naie analysis necessary to fully support cartographic compil

ation •,•ould require far more sopliist.icated '-:nowledgu th.1n wl.:.:it has previously 

been embodied in any existing expert :;yste::i. Ho...,ever, it shculd be possible 

to ;1erform sew~ral co::pi.lation tasks using current techniques. The most promis

in~ approach appears to be that of ~ccoding in the knowledge base knowledge of 

only a p0sitional natu~e and foregoing the storage of otlier types of knowledge. 

Othet types of knowledge may reappear as procedural knowlecge in specific pro

cessing tasks. 



Encoding positional type knowledge allows straightforward comparison 

of n~w data with knowledge stored in the data base according to geographic 

position. This should allow simpler programs with acceptable computational 

complexity. It might be further argued that the "neighborhood of applicaLility" 

of positional knowledg~ be sma~l so that array or raster processing is possible 

in applying the knowledge. ln addition to simplicity there is a stronger 

reason for applying positional knowledge, and that is that we already have huge 

amounts of positional knowledge encoded in our current cartog.raphic data bases. 

Human digitization of cartographic features could then be reviewed as a boot

strapping proc~ss for further automated analysis. Items of future work directed 

toward completion of the steps necessary for map-guided interpretation are dis

cussed below. 

'J. l Registration of images to b.1se Maps 

To unlock positional knowledge stored in a map archive new source ir.lagery 

must be registered to the symbolic representation in the archive. It is always 

known from navig:.1tional technology approximately what area of the earth is i=ged 

and thus appropriate areas of archived syml>ology can be accessed. Local :J •just

ments will be necessar·y to rotate, translate, stretch, or deform the ic.:ige data 

so that points with global archive coordinates can be located in terms of image 

coordinates, or vi~a versa. These adjustments must be made by recognizing the 

correspond~nce between key (control) map and imJge features and defi11ing the 

registration transfor.:iation from the known corresponding features. Unique .point 
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f~>atures are often chosen for control and bluck correlation is used to automat

ic~·ll y detect the correspondence bet1o1een map and image points. L'nique ed ~e 

f~atures are also useful for registration. Arnold (19771 has asserted Lhat 

point features are typically better for natural scenes while edge features are 

usually better ior scenes with man-made structure. The greatest diff iciency 

of current aucooatic r~istration procedures is that feature correspondences 

are decided upon one pair at a time. Correspondence errors are frequently made 

and contribute to inaccurate registration transformations. L.N.K. has recently 

d~~elup~d a registration concept using cJ~stering evidence based on possible 

pairvise correspondences [Stockman 1978). The transformation that explains the 

largest set of feature oairs is chosen. A fair proportion of incorrect corres

pondences can bt! tolerated and will have no effect on the resulting transformation. 

Although the technique has proven successful in tests en 3 different data sets more 

development and testin~ is required. First· of all it cust be tested on natural 

terrain. Secondly, the technique oust be adjusted :o handle other than RS.and T 

registration transforcations. 

9.2 Detection of lineal cartographic features in source imagery 

If registrat.ion as described in Section 9.1 is to be accomp.lished certain 

key features ~ust be acquired in the ~bsence of tne archived data. In particular, 

curve<l edge segoents re?resenting lineal features (roads, streams, etc.) or the 

boundaries of regions {land-water, forest-field, etc.) must be gotten in a totally 

auto::i.atic fashion. For scenes with much man-made structure it is easy to get a 
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sufficient set of edge features, but there may be problems with natural 

terrain. ~ore ~ork needs to be done with natural terrain and point features 

to insure that registration can be successfully accomplished. 

Techniques ~ust be developed for tracking the paths of archived curves 

in the source inagery. The registration transformation allows points of the 

GDB to be positioned in the imagey but perfect feature correspondence may not 

be achieved pointwise because of 1) local distortion (i.e. no real change}, 

2) insignificant change in the feature (i.e. land-water boundary change due 

to the tide), and 3) significant change in the feature (i.e. the widening of 

a road). Many tracking techniques exist but more research is required in 

order to interpret the differe:~es between archive and image tracks ~hich will 

frequently occur. 

~ew lineal features in the source imagery must also be extracted. One 

assu:11ption that can be made from a priori knowledge is that new lineals must 

connect to an existing network. Techniques for tracking archived lineal 

features and detecting new ~onnections should be developed. 

9.3 Analysis of regions in source imagery 

Region content of source imagery ciust be checked for significant change 

1.ith respect to the GOB. Changes may consist of changes to the bounqary or to 

the interior of the region. Changes to the boundary of regions may be detected 

by the same approach used for lineals in Section 9.2. Another approach based 

on tonal or textural pixel features and useful for checking the interior of a 
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mapped region for change is as follows. Let R be a (discrete) set of points 
m 

specifying the interior or region R in the GDB. Let R. be the corresponding 

set of image points of R gotten via the registration transformation. Histograms 

of the features of the set of pixels R. provide information on the structure of 
l 

the region. A-major peak should exist in each histogram indicating region pixels 

while minor peaks should exist for non-region pixels. Large minor peaks could 

be due to a change in the region boundary or to the introduction of new objects 

in the interior.· The structure of the peaks should be most significant and 

should be independent of unifor:n charig.: such as a sensor calibration shift, li6ht-

ing condition, or even seasonal change. In certain cases absolute or relative 

peak displacement could be interpreted. In any casl~ the region featHre is mapped, 

and hence known, so that feature specific interpretation is possible. Consider 

<1 mapped lake 1.1ith uncapped islands app·earing in the source imagery. The tone 

oi the island 1.1ould difter from that of the water and two distinct peaks would 

be visible in the histogram. As a second example consider the browning of a 

deciduous forest or crop in the Fall. A definite histogram peak shift would be 

observed in the green band of ~~S data. For resource monitoring this may be inter-

preted as significant change but for cartographic purposes the similar peak struc-

ture 1 s indicative of no significant change. Map-guided region analysis as <l~-

scribed here is another topic for future work. 
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10. Conclusions 

The key problem in automatic cartographic feature extraction lies in the 

use of knowledge necessary for the extraction process. Knowledge oust be 

applied in various fores and at various levels of interpretation. The use of 

~nowledge in a rich domain is :~e central issue in A.l. today. Achieveoents 

have only been impressive where limited. dooains were considered .[Winograd 1973, 

Cuda 1977, Feigenbaum 1977). :t is therefore presumptuous to expect at this 

time a paradigm to explain the complete interpretation of source imagery, and· 

no such unified paradigm was de-1eloped in this report. 

I: is possible to conside~ paradigms ~hich address part of the interpre

tation process. That is. there: are candieate partial theories which .::ither 

operate at certain levels of t~e interpretation process, or which operate at 

~ultiple levels but imple!llent ~nly a fraction of the available knowledge. The 

paradigm of map-guided interpr~tation see:is to be the most promising at the cur

rent ti:ne. This paradi~ depe=ds upon the registration of source imagery to the 

positional knowledge stored in a geographic da~a base (GDB). Useful GDB's cur

rently exist and application o: positivnal knowledge in a computer is straight

foniard. Source i;:tagery from ao area without a base map could not be handled 

under this partial paradigm anc would have to be handled by current manual tech

niques. But, by such "bootstr .. ;iping" of knowledge, the system could be automatic 
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Since humans can readily apply general knowled~e in analyzing scenes 

never before viewed, par"adignis other than map-guided interpretation are of 

great interest. In particular, bottom-up feature recognition seems to be 

necessary. (It is also necessary for registration in the map-guided approach.) 

The ability of humans to interpret black and white photographs is particularly 

amazing in light of current difficulties with automatic interpreta~ion. A. I. 

is currently hung up on the problem of scene segmenta.tion and it is the con

clusion of this study that very high level knowledge is necessary in order to 

. segment black and white (B&W) imagery. This is because global spatial relation

ships and ~ausal relationships not evident in the data itself are necessary in 

order :.o deten:iine the function or content of objects in the scene. 

Thl' :tpplication of high levels of knowled~e in thP hottom-11p interpret:ltior> 

oi bl:ick and white imagery should be vigorously pursued. However, for near-future 

automation of carto~raphic feature extraction it is recommended that attention 

should tre pai:d t:a- MS-S- dil-t.l-. USt> of MSS- data- pe~mits- the process- of- symb~~ ~z;i ti.on-

(interpr Jtion) to occur at a very low level in the processing. This can reduce 

the vciume of data and the amount of :imbi;;uity passed on to hig:1er level analyses. 

Current deterrents to ~!SS use, Le. registration, resolution, cost and traditio~, 

appear to be practical not theoret;cal considerations. 
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Under the top-down, map-guided, paradigm both B&W and MSS imagery can 

be handled, although feature tracking and verification would be more difficult 

{theoretically) in the B&W case. Sections 6 and 7 sketched an ACES system struc

ture that ·would perform map-guided interpretation. For practical reasons a hua:an 

consultant is also in the process. Further research and development is necessary 

.to test and perfect the proposed concepts in map-guided interpretation. There 

are interesting problems for future work, and hopefully large gains to be made in 

automated map compilation. 
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